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FOREWORD 
This report w a s  prepared by the Hamilton Standard Division of tht- Gnited Aircraft 
Corporation for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Johnson Space 
Center, in accordancc -~-ith Contract NAS 9-12920. This report desrriks the work 
mcomplished during the period of 21 June 1972 through 28 September 1973, in 
improving the periornluGc uf tbc hydrogen dppolari zed carbon dioxide concentrator 
cell pair. This development effort consisted of detailed cell analysis, cell and C e l l  pair 
testing, and a structural vibration test of a water vapor electrolysis cell pair. 
Personnel responsible for the conduct of this program were Mr. F. H. Greenwood, 
Program Manager; M r  . J .  C . Huddleston, Program Engineer; Dr . J. R. Aylward, 
Technical Consultant frvm Hamilton Standard; and Mr. A. Behrend, Technical Monitor 
and Mr. R. J. Gillen, Overall Program Supervisor for the NASA Johnson Space Center. 
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DEFINITIONS 
Electrolyte in the immediate vicinitv of the anode. 
Electrochemical cell consisting of an anode, matrix 
with electrolyte, and chthode. 
Two cell packages with back to back hydrdgen electrodes 
which share a common hydrogen chamber, housing and 
reservoir assemblies. 
Voltage loss due to concentration differences between 
electrodes. 
The condition of the cell, wheri the volumc of the 
electrolyte is insufficient to completely fill the matrix 
due to loss of water, 
Electrokinetic Effects General phenomena associated with interaction of 
current with charged interfaces, i. e . ,  electroosmosis, 
electrophoresis, streaming potential, sedimentation 
potential. 
Electroosmosis 
Electrophoresis 
Flooding 
Hz Crossover 
IRlR!;eck 
IR Drop 
Potential Sweeps 
Movement of a liquid through a porous solid via a 
voltage gradient. 
Movement of a Yolid through a liquid via a voltage 
gradient. 
The condition of the cell when the electrolyte has 
absorbed an amount of water which results in an 
electrolyte volume exceeding the capacity of the cell 
matrix and electrodes. 
Occurs at dry out of the matrix and allows hydrogen and 
oxygen to pass through the matr;a. 
Measurement of IR drop by current interruption. 
Voltage loss due to pure ohmic resistance. 
A programmed potential change --usually a triangular 
wave. 
xix 
R_\servoir 
%reading Coefficient 
Steady State Operation 
Tafel Slope 
Zeta Potential 
DEFINITIONS (Concluded) 
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A porous material which absorbs the excess electrolyte 
during cell flooding and returns it to the matrix during 
drying conditions. 
The force which determines the wicking rate of a liquid 
into a porous solid--related to the interfacial tensions 
of the systems. 
The operating condition when the cell voltage and 
current do not change significantly with time. 
The slope of the Tafel curve. 
Potential across the mobile part of the electrical double 
layer. 
SUMMARY 
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The objectives of this program, which w e r e  to reduce ?!le voltage decay rate and 
improve the CO2 transfer rate of the hydrogen depolarized CO2 concentrator (HDC) 
cell pair (Figure l), were accomplished. HDC endurance tests of two cell pairs 
verified that the improved electrodes reduced the voltage decay rate from approxi- 
mately 200 p v/hr to 50 p v/hr and improved the C02 transfer efficiency 
from 60 percent to 86 percent for cesium carbonate (CszC03) electrolyte and from 
45 percent to 70 percent for tetramethylammonium carbonate (TMAC) electrolyte at a 
current density of 18 asf and a C02 partial pressure of 3 mm Hg. This w a s  accom- 
plished by a thorough analysis of cell and electrode performance behavior, effects of 
trace contaminants, matrix characteristics, and electrode structure examinations. 
Results of this effort revealed that the PPF elzctrode reduced the migration rate of 
the anode platinum catalyst and Teflon binder. Electrophoretic migration caused the 
anode to lose effective area. The DS 16-0 electrode used a s  a cathode increased the 
circulation rate of the catholyte, resulting in increased CO2 removal. 
less than 
An evaluation of various HDC matrix materials was made to determine the tortuosity, 
optimum compression for minimum lR drop, compression set characteristics, and the 
effect of thickness on the C02 removal rate and cell power. 
Performance testing of the various HDC cell pairs with CszC03 e!ectrolyte provided 
sufficient parametric and endurance data to size the six-man Space Station Prototype 
(SSP) C02 removal system as having 36 HDC cell pairs, and to verify a life capability 
exceeding six months. Subsequent improvements in electrode structure, as noted 
above, increased cell life by a factor of four and allowed a reduction in the number of 
cell pairs to 20. Testing also demonstrated that TMAC is an acceptable HDC electrolyte 
for operating over the relative humidity range of 30 to 90 percent and over a tempera- 
ture range of 50°F to 80°F. 
The water vapor electrolysis (WVE) cell pair which waa assembled and operated for 
3940 hours under a preceding NASA contract VAS 9-1183O)(] 1 was successfillly 
restarted, after three and one-half months of storage, was vibrated at Apollo launch 
levels, and was operated after vibration testing, providing a total running time of 
5280 hours. The successful vibration test demonstrated that the Hamilton Standard 
electrochemical cell pair design, including an electrolyte reservoir, is structurally 
qualified for flight. 
The integrated WVE/HDC breadboard unit designed under the previous NASA contract 
(NAS 9-11830) was fabricated and assembled during this program. The breadboard 
unit consisted of two HDC cell pairs and two WVE cell pairs integrated into a single 
package, which incorporated a blower, valving and instrumentation for operating the 
system. This unit was not tested, however, because the test reqairement was deleted 
from the contract. 
1 
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INTRODUCTION 
This program was conducted in accordance with NASA Contract 9-12920 to improve the 
CO2 removal rate and decrease the power decay of the HDC cell pair. 
NASA Contract 9-12920 is a follow-on to NASA Contract NAS 9-1 1830 which resulted in 
the following accomplishments : 
@ Establishment of an HDC electrolyte (TMAC) for operation over a 
wide range in relative humidity. 
Initial testing of an integrated WVE/HDC. 
0 Design of a four cell pair integrated WVE/HDC breadboard unit. 
The Improved Multi-Celled Breadboard Elect1 -chemical Oxygen Generation and Carbon 
Dioxide Control System (NAS 9-12920) contract had as initial objectives: 
Investigation of various operating parameters of the HDC and WVE 
cell pairs. 
0 Fabrication and test of an integrated WVE/HDC breadboard unit. 
The contract was revised twice to authorize the improvement crf the HDC performance. 
As a result of the NASA's review of the HDC cell pair data, presented at the SSP 
Approval Deoign Review (ADR) meeting, this program was redirected to obtain 
additional HDC parametric test data and to demonstrate cell pair performance repeat- 
ability. This SSP oriented task established that: 
0 The required number of HDC cell pairs to maintain the Pco2 level, 
for a six-miin SSP cabin, below 3 mm Hg, would be 36. 
0 The degradation in cell voltage, which occurred over six mmths of 
testing, decreased with time and assured a Six month cell life for a 
36 cell pair unit. 
0 A C02 removal performance map wae obtajned for a ranp of PCoc 
from 1.2 to 3.0 mm Hg and current densities from 12 to 24 asf. ' 
The evaluation of the HDC design and testing for this SSP oriented task a re  summarized 
in  a separate report, SVHSER 6229. dated March 1973. (') 
3 
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Following completion of the above HDC testing, the NASA redirected this program in 
an attempt to impr we the HDC C02 removal rate and to decrease the rate of cell 
voltage degradation. The final program consisted of the following tasks: 
HDC Cell  Pair Definition - Determine the IiDC cell pair configuration for 
use on the SSP, as described in Report No. SVHSER 6229. 
HDC Power Decay Investirtation - Determine the cause for the degradation 
in HDC cell pair power which was experienced in units S/N 017 and S/N 
018. 
HDC Analytical Testing - Obtain a more detailed knowledge of the HDC 
cell operation and evaluate new concepts to improve its performance 
using CszC03 and TMAC as the electrolytes in a small (1/24 sq. f t . )  
analytical cell. 
Improved CG2 Transfer - Improve the C02 removal efficiency of the HDC. 
HDC Electrolyte Properties - Determine the various physical properties 
of the HDC electrolytes CszC03 and TMAC. 
Special Tests - HDC matrix and hydrogen flow tests. 
- HDC Verificatim Test - Demonstrate performance improvements with a 
90-day verification test on two HDC cell pairs (one CsSO3and one TMAC). 
W E  Vibration - Evaluate the effects of vtbration on performance and structural 
integrety of the WVE cell pair developed under the NAS 9-11830 contract. 
WVE/HDC Breadboard - Fabricate and test a WVE/HDC breadboard unit. This 
hek, however, w88 deleted after the basic cell pair rack assembly had been 
fabricated. 
The successful completion of the previously described tasks provided: 
0 A more through understanding of the operation of an HDC cell. 
0 Detailed characteristics of the HDC electrolytes. 
A new HDC anode and cathode. 
4 
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An HDC which has an improved CO2 transfer rate and a lower power 
degradation rate. 
Verification that the present HDC and WVE cel l  pair design i s  capable 
of withstanding iaunch vibration levels. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The results of this program effort to improve the performance of the HDC, 
vibrate the WVE cell pair, and perform various HDC oriented research type tasks 
lead to the following conclusions: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
The factors which contribute to the internal cell reeistance and deter- 
mine cell power output are electrode polarization, elertrolyte concentration 
polarization, and matrix-electrolyte resistance. 
Anode concentration overvoltage is a major contributor to low HDC cell 
power output and is the only source of internal cell power loss which 
offers hope for significant improvement in the future. 
Power output is very eensitive to cell temperature because of the tempera- 
ture effect on eIectrade polarization, and there is some drop-off in w-ver when 
the hydrogen flow rate is reduced below three times stoichiometric 
(normal flow rate is five times stoichiometric). 
The main reason for HDC cell power decay was a change in the anode 
structure with time, caused by electrophoretic migration of the catalyst 
and Teflon binder. 
Some H E  cell mwer decay was attributed to matrix dissolution 
at the matrix-anode interface, because of the low anolyte pH. 
Trace impurities at the maximum allowable cabin level wi l l  have little 
effect on HDC cell power performance. In an environment typical of 
the present day urban terrestrial atmosphere, where impurity levels 
are much higher, some power loss could result from sulfur dioxide 
(S02) absorption. This power m s  could be recovered by a closed 
circuit nitrogen purge of the HDC hydrogen chamber. 
The rate of Cog transfer is controlled mainly by the mass transport 
processes within the cathode structure. Thus, the cathode should be 
designed to obtain a high rate of electrolyte circulation within the 
electrode struc -ire. 
The COS transfer rate is essentially Mependent of cell temperature, 
hydrogen flow rate, and hydrogen pressure. 
7 
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For maximum C 0 2  transfer efficiency the optimum catholyte pH is in 
the range of 12.3 to 13.0. Within limits, the catholyte pH can be 
controlled by proper choice of air flow rate and current density. 
The minimum electrolyte-matrix resistance is obtained when the 
matrix is compressed to a thickness which results in a 50 percent 
matrix void volume. 
A matrix thickness (electrode separation) of 20 ic. 2d mils p r d d e s  
optimum HDC performance based on a compromise bc 
transfer and cell power. 
n Coz  
Compressive relaxation of the asbestos matrix is .-. after two 
weeks, and the final pressure is more than enough to maintain 
sufficient contact between the cell components (current collector- 
electrode-matrix) . 
The HDC and W E  cell pair design can withstand launch vibration 
loads without structural damage or loss of performance, 
8 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on the various HDC and WVE test results of this program, thc following 
recommendations are made: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
The recommended HDC eA,:trodes which will provide increased C02 removal 
rates and reduced voltage decay rates are: 
Anode - PPF Electrode 
Cathode - DS 16-0 Electrode 
Continue Livestigation of HDC anode and anode-matrix interfape behavfor 
for possible ways to further improve the cell power and life. 
Change the HDC matrix material from fuel cell chrysoiite asbestos to a 
more acid resistant material. A possible replacement material is Neoprene 
asbestos. 
'Tetramethylammonium carbonate PMAC) is recommended as  the HDC 
electrolyte for units which are required to operate over a wide range of 
inlet air temperatures and dew points. 
Determine the physical pror_.erties of TMA bicarbonate and measure the 
decomposition rate of TMAC in an operating cel!. This task was not accom- 
plished during this program because of program redirection. 
Continue the search for new HDC electrclytes which will pro'" 'e increased 
performance and life. 
To provide an improved product two design changes of detail parts should 
be made: 
0 The outer housings of the cell pair should have a 0.050 to 0.60 
inch concave bend in them. This will provide a more evenly 
loaded matrix when the housings are assembled. 
The air  outlet holes and outer edges of the housings should be 
coated with Teflon to prevent any possible electrolyte creep. 
9/10 
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DISCUSSION - 
The discussion of the results obtained from this program is septtrated into 
eleven sections. These sections correspond to the ten major tasks of the program, 
which are defined in the INTRODUCTION of this report, plus a discussion of the 
program's reliability and safety aspects, and are titled: 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
a 
e 
* 
SSP-HDC EVALUATION TESTING 
HDC POWER DECAY WVEPTIGATION 
HDC ANALYTICAL TESTING 
IMPROVED CO2 TRANSFER 
HDC ELECTROLYTE PROPERTIES 
M@DIFIED ELECTROLYTES 
SPECIAL TESTS 
HM: VERIFICATION TEST 
WVE VIBRATION 
WVE/HDC BREADBOARD 
RELIABII3TY AND SAFETY 
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SSP-HDC EVALUATION TESTING 
This task pertained to the evaluation test3ng of the HDC cell pair concept to deter- 
mine whether the Hamilton standard design could be considered ready for inclusion in 
the Space Station Prototype (SSP) system. A s  a result of this test program, the NASA 
concluded that further cell development was necessary before a full scale system is 
constructed and that the remaining funding of contract NAS9-12920 should be directed 
towards this HDC development. A formal report on the SSP test program, WHSER 
6229, was prepared for NASA 4% and is summarized in the following p a r a p  phs. 
Variaus tests, analyses and miscellaneous tasks were performed in support of 
this task. 
Analytical and Miscellaneous Tasks 
Objectives 
The objectives for the analytical and miscellaneous tasks were: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
Perform instrumentation error analysis on various test data parameters. 
Normalize test data of Hamilton Standard's cell pair S/N 010 to show C02 
removal performance versus time (226 days). 
Define the N2 plrge technique (if any) to be employed during cell pair 
testing. 
Develop 8 computer mathematical model to determine the number oi 
cell pairs required to satis@ the SSP requirements, based upon the C 0 2  
removal performance achieved during the test program. 
Perform various rig modifications to improve cell pair current control 
and Lst chamber ambient conditions. 
Cancluaions 
The conclusions reached as a result of the analytical and miscellaneous tasks 
were: 
0 The Rss Measurement error for determining C02 transfer rate was 
23.95% on the reported teste. 
Normalization of cell pair S/N 010 data revealed that COP removal 
performance remained constant throughout the test. 
0 
13 
0 
0 
a 
A procedure for purging the cell with nitrogen once each day was 
developed auld employed on each of the four tests of this test effort. 
This purge did not improve the C 0 2  transfer efficiency, hrt it did 
decrease the rate of cell pair power degradation initially. 
An KM= systcm sizing computer program was developed based on actual 
cell pair performance. It establishc-3 that 36 cell pairs would satisfy 
the SSP application. 
Modifications were made to the facility to enable constant current testing 
at selected current densities. Due to mechanical limitations, the test 
chamber to laboratory room air  leakage rates were not improved. It 
was not established positively that the relatively high concentration 
of sulphur dioxide (20 ppm) which the test cells were consequently exposed 
to, contributed to the voltage degradation. 
Cell Pair Test Promam 
Objectives 
The objectives for all the cell pair test program were: 
Establish the adequacy of certain cell pair housings and electrodes. 
Evaluate the effects of varying matrix compression over a range com- 
patible with cell assembly tolerances and matrix void volume variations. 
Determine the desirability of including Tissuquartz in the proposed SSP 
reservoir cell Configuration to enable the cell to withstand a significant 
step change in inlet air  temperature. 
Establish a map of cell performance at varying current density, inlet air 
temperature, inlet dew point, and carbon dioxic?e concentrations and 
evaluate the change in this performance versus cell operating time. 
0 
0 
Conclusions 
Conclusions reached from the cell pair testing were: 
0 Both the annealed and non-annealed housings were found acceptable; 
electroplated electrodes should be used in all tests. 
Short term testing, during which the matrix compression was varied 
from .022 to. 030 inches revealed that cell voltage and C02 removal 
efficiency were independent from this change in matrix thickness. 
0 
14 
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0 Tissuquartz assembled in strips within the matrix resulted i n  the reservoir 
cell being able to withstand a f 4'F air  inlet step change.. . this configuration 
was subsequently employed. 
A map of C 0 2  removal efficiency for different operating conditionP was 
established over an extended test period. The originally planned test 
duration of six to eight weeks was extended. After  five months of con- 
tinuous testing, no permanent decrease in cell current efficiency 
(performance) occurred. Cell voltage decreased with time over five 
months, hut remained sufficiently high to accommodate the necessary 
C02 transfer rate of 13.2 lbs/day for the SSP application. 
15 
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HDC POWER DECAY INVESTIGATION 
During HDC cell testing under the SSP program, cell power degradation was 
found to be associated mainly with the anode. Potential decay curves of the cell anode 
and cathode versus a reference probe showed that the effective anode surfac, r z  
was decreasing with time, whereas the cathode area remained about the same. 
Floating electrode teal.. on anodes from cells that had decayed in performane 
gave almost the same performance as an unused electrode? This indicated that most 
of the initial performance capabilities of the anode were still avalrmle, but for some 
reason were not being utilized in the full cell. 
in anode performance were postulated. 
:vcra l  possible causes for the loss 
Anode poison& from oxidizable trace impurities. 
0 Electrolyte imbalance resulting in flooding or  dry-out. 
0 Change in electrode structure due to electrophoretic migration, which 
would affect the electrolyte take-up capabilities of the anode. 
To distinguish between the various possible causes of mode performance decay, 
a number of experiments was conducted on full size cells. In addition, the behavior 
of selected trace impurities in the electrolyte was investigated in half cells, and a 
micrographic examination of used and unused anodes was conducted to determine i f  
the electrode structure had changed upon use. The effect of matrix thickness on cell 
performance also was investigated. 
Trace Impurities 
The effectiveness of a closed circuit nitrogen purge of the anode chamber in 
restoring a significant part of the cell voltage for a short period of time would indi- 
cate the presence of oxidizable o r  desorbable impurities in the electrolyte, the effects 
of which would not necessarily be detected in the floating electrode test because the 
electrode sample is exposed to air prior to the test. 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether certain selected trace 
impurities and their oxidation or  reduction products poison the HDC electrodes, and/ 
or  accvmulate to significant levels in the electrolyte. It also was a goal of this study 
to define simple methods of recovering from any adverse effects due to trace im- 
purities entering the HDC cell. The testing was conducted in accordance with the 
Master Test Plan, Section VI, included as the Appendix of this report. 
*The anodic overvoltage at  20 asf for the used and unused electrode was 103 and 
91 mV, respeL tively. 
The trace impurities chosen for study and their maximum allowable levels in  
cabin air are given below. * 
xmpurity mg/m3 ppm F ole s /m3 
CO 29 25 1 x 10-3 
H2S 1.5 1.3 5 x 10-5 
so2 2.6 1.0 4 x 10-5 
NH3 3.5 5 2 x 10-4 
Freon 113 700 100 4 x 10-3 
* Numbers supplied by the NASA JSC, using SSP as a guideline. 
In the cases where the implrity was added directly to the electrolyte for testing 
the poisoning effects, the amount added to 35 ml of electrolyte was equal to the 
number of moles in a cubic meter of air. A l l  potentials are with respect to a 
hydrogen reference electrode in the same solutian. Since the nature of the cation 
has little effect on the adsorption or electrochemical properties of a platinum e l e e  
trade, cesium carbonate, rather than TMAC (tetramethyl ammonium carbonate) was 
used in this work for convenience in solutian preparation and purification. Also, i t  
would be difficult to prevent TMA ion decomposition with the test procedure employed 
and the presence of these decomposition products might have interfered with the test 
results. 
Ammonia 
Ammonia (N&) can be oxidized a t  the HDC cathode to a number of products: the 
most important are listed below along with their approximate standard potentials. 
NH3 Oxidation Product Standard Potential (Volts) 
0.1 
0.5 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
These numbers are only a guide, since the actual potential range where a signi- 
ficant oxidation rate occurs will depend on the kinetics of the various reactions. 
Potentiostatic sweeps were made to determine the actual potentials for ammonia 
oxidation and to help in identifying the major reaction products. A typical 
17 
potentiostatic sweep curve on Platinum in CsgCOQ solution is defined by the 
sketch below and IS used a s  a baseline for comparison. 
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It is desirable that the r eu t ion  products be gaseous rather than ionic to avoid accu- 
mulation of foreign ioas in the electrolyte. The maximum solubility of ammonia in 
the catholyte in equilibrium with 5 ppm NH3 in air is approximately 2 x 
The initial potential sweep tests using this concentration showed no change in the sweep 
curves. Ammonium carbonate then was added to the cesium carbonate electrolyte at 
a level corresponding to approximately 30 times this maximum allowable NH3 level 
in order to identify the reactions more readily. Figure 3 shows the potential sweeps 
with and without Lie addition of ammonia. There is deficite evidence of some ammo- 
nia oxidation to nitrogen in the hydrogen adsorption region (below 0.4 volts) a s  
expected, and a large anodic peak s tar ts  at  0.5 volts, which can be attributed to the 
oxidation of ammonia to N2O. The formation of higher oxidation products (NO, NO?) 
is not evident from these data 2nd the excess cathodic current observed on the down- 
sweep below 0.6 volts may be due to the reductior, of any of these oxidation products 
formed during the upsweep. One interesting feature is the absence of an oxide r e d u o  
tion peak on the downsweep (0.8 volts) and it must be concluded that ammonia or i ts  
oxidation products inhibits the oxidation of platinum. 
per liter. 
It will be shown later that the HDC cathode operates near 0.8 volts with respect 
to a hydrogen electrode in the same solution. This b e i y  the case, ammonia as a 
trace contaminant in the air s t ream would be oxidized mainly to N20 and possibly 
some small amount of NO and NOS. To determine if a significant amount of NO:, an 
electrolyte contaminant, is formed under cathode operating conditions, the electrode 
was held at  0.8 volts for one-half hour followed by an upsweep to 1.1 volts and then 
down ( f igus  4, Curve 1). No increase in cathodic current wa.8 observed on the down- 
sweep which could be attributed to NO; reduction. To determine the potential range 
for NO; reduction, 2 x l(r4 moles of sodium nitrite were added to the electrolyte 
and another sweep made (figure 4, Curve 2). A large reduction peak was observed 
in the hydrogen adsorption region (below 0.4 volts) so that even if  some NO: is formed 
at the HDC cathode i t  would be readily reduced to a gaseous product at the anode and 
therefore not accumulate in the cell electrolyte. 
Since i t  was found that ammonia inhibits platinum oxidation, i t  was  necessary 
to determine i f  trace amounts of ammonia would poison the cathodic reduction of 
oxygen by preventing oxygen adsorption on the platinum catalyst surface. For this 
test a floating SSP electrode was used with air, and 15  times the maximum amount of 
ammonia as ammonium carbonate was added to the cesium carbonate electrolyte. 
The results are shown in figure 5, where i t  can be seen that ammonia actually in- 
creases the cathode performance in the current density range of interest. This is 
reasonable because i t  was shown that ammonia inhibits platinum oxide formatim and 
i t  is well known that bare platinum is a better catalyst for oxygen reduction than 
oxidized platinum. At low current densities ammonia oxidation results in a reduction 
of the net cathodic current. 
19 
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Hydrogen Sulfide and Sulfur Dioxide 
In addition to trace amounts of sulfur dioxide (S02) and hydrogen sulfide (H2S) in the a i l  
stream, i t  is possible to get H2S in the hydrogen gas from improper operation of the 
W E .  i t  is therefore necessary to consider the effect of H2S on both the anode and 
cathode of the HDC. Both H2S and S o 2  are  acid gases and will react with the HDC 
electrolyte to form sulfide ( S 2 )  and sulfite (SO3-2) ions, respectively. Thus, these 
ions could accumulate in the electrolyte, reaching significant levels over a period of 
time, The only thermodynamically stable oxidation product of H2S o r  SO2 in the HDC 
electrolyte is the sulfate ion (S04-z), although intermediate oxidation products such 
as sulfcr and the various sulfur oxides will be produced at the HDC cathode during the 
oxidation of the sulfide o r  sulfite. The sulfate ion is not detrimental to the HDC 
electrolyte 03: electrodes; in rsct, i t  was evaluated as an electrolyte additive to in- 
crease anolyte conductivity and lower anolyte pH under certain operating conditions. 
It can be calculated, considzring mass transport limitations for H2S and SO2 in the 
air stream, that i t  would take about 105 hours for the sulfate concentration in the 
-iKd electrolyte to reach a significant level. (0 .5 moles per liter). 
k. slow potential swdep, with and without the sulfide ion, is shown in figure 6 .  
It can be seen khat hydrogen absoqdon is strongly inhibited and sulfide oxidation 
becomes evident starting ?" -0.15 vrrlts and reaches a mass transport limiting 
current density at -0.6 volts, On the downsweep, a reduction peak is seen at-0.4 
volts. In separate experiments i t  was determined that the number of coulombs 
corresponding to this reduction peak was 1/7 that of the coulombs for oxidation at 0.8 
volts. Oxidafton at  more positive potentials resulted in a decrease in the number of 
coulombs for'the reduction peak. From these results i t  can be concluded that this 
peak corresponds to the reduction of an adsorbed intermediate reaction product 
formed during sulfide oxidation. 
The behavior of SOB, which becomes SO3-2 (sulfite) upon interaction with the 
clectrolyte, is shown in figure 7. There is little effect on hydrogen adsorptior, and 
even after holding the potential at -0.16 volts for 1 0  minutes lhere was  iio evidcnce 
for the formation of SQ'2 reduction products or a decrease in the amomt of adsorbed 
hydrogen. Apparently the reduction of S03'2 is very slow under H 9 C  anode conditions. 
Oxidation of S03'2, presumably to sulfate, is obvious at 
cathode operates at 
electrolyte as S03'2 unlil the concentration reached a point where the rate of removal 
via oxidation, reduction and/or discharge in the hydrogen stream becomes equal to 
the rate of abssrption. Over a relatively long period of time it  is expected that sul- 
fide would accuniulate on the anode from sulfite reduction o r  H2S adsorption, but this 
sulfide could be removed readily by increasing the anode potential to that of the air  
electrode (nitrogen purge, closed circuit) for a short period of time. The above 
reasoning is supported by gas analysis performed on the HDC cell. During normal 
operation i t  was found that approximately 1 percent of the SO2 in the air scream (20 
ppm) is transferred through the cell, but during a closed circuit nitrogen purge the 
amoiint of SO2 in the HDC anode compartment increased by a factor of 100. 
1.1 volts. Since the HDC 
0.8 volts, i t  is expected that SO2 would accumulate in the XDC 
24 
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Carbon Monoxide 
The only stable oxidation product of carbon monoxide (CO) under HDC cell 
conditions is carbon dioxide (C02). It is well known ;kit carbon nionoxide poisons 
the hydrogen anode reactior. but a t  the 22 ppm level only a slight reduction hydrogen 
adsorption was detected and no oxidation peak for CO could be found, 
To determine the potential range for CO oxidation to C02 the cesium carbonate 
electrolyte was saturated with CO followed by a nitrogen purge for 20 minutes to 
remove the dissolved CO. Since the CO is strongly adsorbed on the electrode surface 
at  +30 mV, little CO desorption would occur during the nitrogen purge. 
Figure 8 shows the subsequent potential sweep compared to a sweep on a clean 
electrode surface. There is a significant reduction in the amount of adsoi ed hydro- 
gen, and the adsorbed CO gives an oxidation peak at -0.7 volts. From these results 
it can be concluded that carbon monoxide would be readily oxidized at the HDC cathode 
and if a small amount eventually did get to the anode it could be easily removed by the 
nitrogen purge technique. 
Freon 113 
Freon 113 (CC12F-CFBC1) should be electrochemically inert under HDC cell 
conditions, since chemiadsorption is highly unlikely for such a stable chemical 
structure. Some physical adsorption may be possible in the double layer potential 
region (0.4 to 0.6 volts) but the Frem would be readily replaced by chemiadsorbed 
hydrogen o r  oxygen at the anode or cathode, respectively. 
Potential sweeps with and without Freon 113 gave identical traces; therefore 
Freon 113 should have no detrimental effect on electrode performance. With HDC 
electrodes, which contain Teflon, the Freon may adsorb on the Teflon surface but the 
electrode wetting characteristics should not change significantly. 
Conclusions 
In view of these results i t  can be concluded that the above trace impurities at e 
levels normally present in cabin air will have little effect on HDC cell power per- 
formance, At much higher levels some poisoning could occur from HzS, CO and S02, 
but an open circuit nitrogen purge of the hydrogen chamber would oxidize these 
materials off the electrodes and restore power. Sulfur dioxide (S02) ~ ~ o u l d  bc the 
most difficult of the above impurities to remove, since i t  accumulates in the electr+ 
lyte as the sulf i te  ion (S03'2). Fortunately, i t  does not poison the electrodes directly 
and i ts  rate of reduction to sulfur o r  sulfide (both poisons) is very slow. 
26 
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From our experience with the electrochemical behavior of organic materials i t  
is predicted that their rate of oxidation to C02 and H 2 0  in the HDC o r  W E  cell 
would exceed their rate of adsorption from the air stream. Thus, no significant 
poisoning from organic impurities is expected for the normal cabin concentrations. 
Experiments on Cell Pair S/N 017 
Experiments were conducted on cell pair S/N 017 (per the Master Test Plan, 
Section X, reference Appendix) in an attempt to isolate the cause of the degradation 
in cell power (-200@\dts/hr a t  18 asf) experienced over a six month period. 
The first  approach was  to establish whether electrolyte imbalance was a problem, 
although this is unlikely with the reservoir type cell unless the capacity of the reser- 
voir is exceeded. A wet condition causing electrode flooding results in very little loss 
in cell power and would not persist because the relatively high air flow rate would 
remove the excess electrolyte from the ceU. In order to be absolutely sure  that 
excess electrolyte was not the problem, tbe air and hydrogen passageways were 
flushed with nitrogen at a high flow rate. The amount of electrolyte removed from 
the cell by this procedure was less than 1.0 ml, and there was no change in cell 
power. To determine if the cell was too dry, 20 ml of electrolyte w e r e  added to the 
reservoir, and after two days there still was no effect on cell power. To eliminate 
the possibility that the reservoir was not feeding electrolyte to the cell matrix, 5 ml 
of electrolyte were then added to the top cathode via the air passages. This resulted in a 
slight decrease (0.2 watts) in cell power, and potential decay measurements showed a smal 
loss in effective cathode area, as might be expected, but no change in anode area. 
At this point there was more than sufficient electrolyte in the cell and a vacuum was 
applied to the hydrogen side for four hours in srder to force electrolyte into and throuptl 
the anode. This procedure resulted in a substantial increase (1.8 uans i  i n  cell power, 
which decayed SioWly back to the original level after three days. Potential decay 
measurements after the vacuum treatment showed a large increase in effective anode 
surface area and a small iicrease in cathode surfac,. area. The slow decay of cell 
power during the next three days was  found to be associated with a gradual loss in 
effectlve anode surface area as determined by potential decay measurements. The 
results of this experiment definitely indicate that the anode gradually loses i ts  ability 
to take up electrolyte from the matrix. 
Since the vacuum treatment did not result in complete recovery to the original 
power level, it was reasoned that other factors could be contributing to the power 
decay. The accumulation of trace impurities in the electrolyte still was a possibility. 
If a closed circuit nitrogen purge of the anode resulted in the desorption rather than 
the oxidation of a given impurity, a temporary power recovery would be expected as 
observed. 
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A temporary power recovery from a closed circuit nitrogen purge also would 
be expected if  a relatively large amount of impurity, such as SO9 - (S03-2) had 
accumulated in the electrolyte. To establish if either of these possibilities had con- 
tributed to the power decay of cell pair S/N 017, the mode wns cle,aned electrochemi- 
cally (closed circuit nitrogen purge followed by an oxygen purge) and maintained in 
tlle oxidized state while the electrolyte was replaced by clean electrolyte. This was 
accomplished by flushing distilled water through the cell via the hydrogen passageways, 
through the mode, matrix, cathode and then out of the a i r  passageways. This flush- 
ing was continued until the water pH and conductivity indicated all the electrolyte had 
been removed. The cell then was purged with nitrogen to remove most of the water 
and then filled with clean electrolyte by the above flushing technique. 
Cell pair S/N 017 was operating at 1.3 watts (15 amps) before anode cleaning 
and electrolyte replacement. The initial power after electrolyte replacement was 
above 4 watts and had decayed to 2.3 watts after si.. days. Also, the voltage decay 
rate (630 p v/hr) at 15 asf decreased with time. This behavior would not be expected 
for power degradation caused by trace impurity pickup. Unfortuoately, due to sched- 
uling, the test could not be continued long enough to establish i f  there would be a 
leveling off of the power above the previous 1.3 watt value to give a net gain which 
might be attributed to the elimination of an anode poison. In any case the difference 
would have been less  than 0.5 watts, which is small compared to the total power loss 
experienced with this cell pair. 
Upon disassembly of cell pair S/N 017 everything seemed normal except for a 
slight embrittlement of the anode current collector screen. This embrittlement of 
the anode screen was observed also in the first analytical cell test. In both cases i t  
was found that these particular screens had been coated with platinum by sputtering 
rather than the standard electroplating process. Apparently, something associated 
with the sputtering process or the characteristics of the resulting coating makes the 
tantalum screens susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement. It is believed that this 
screen embrittlement did not contribute significantly to cell pair S/N 017 decay 
because cell pair S/N 018, which had an electroplated screen not affected by embrittle- 
ment, showed the same power decay characteristics (- 200 M volts/hr a t  18 asf). 
Cell Pair S/N 019 Testing 
Late in the SSF HDC program i t  was realized that one of the causes for HDC cell 
power decay might be associated with a change in the anode strvcture due to electro- 
phoretic platinum migration. Therefore, a modified catalyst with reduced electr- 
kinetic effects was used for the cell pair  S/N 019 anode (PQWA PPF electrode). These 
anodes were run for a total of 3700 hours with Cs2CO3 electrolyte and showed a vo l tqe  
decay a t  18 asf of only 20 microvolts per hour (figure 9). The average C 0 2  transfer 
efficiency, a t  18 asf and 3 mm Hg Pcoz was a low 52 percent because of the modified 
cathode structure used in this cell. After development of the improved DS 16-0 cathode, 
cell pair S/N 019 was rebuilt with the same PPF anodes and the CO2 transfer efficiency 
increased to 86 percent, These results a re  discussed in more detail on page 52. 
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Since the voltage decav rate of cell pair S/N 019 (20 p v / h r )  was such a large 
improvement over that of previous cells ( 5 200 p v,'hr) i t  was deemed worthwhile 
to examine the anodes of cell pairs S/N 018 and S / S  919 to see if any stiuctural 
differences could be detected. The anode af cell pair S/X 01s rather than S/S 017 
was chosen as more representative of previous cells because of the screen embrittle- 
ment problem encountered with the cell pair S/N 017 anode. 
Anode Examination 
Micrographic examination of the anodes from cell Fairs S / S  018 and S/N 319 
included the use of optical, scanning electron microscope (SEN), X-ray microprobe, 
and replica election microscope analyses. The SEN andX-ray microprobe results 
were the most informative and only these pichxes are  sho\in here, in figures 10, l i  
and 12. 
se c tiofi. 
Both unused and used samples of the e lec t rods  were examined in cross 
The unused electrode (cell pair S/N O l b )  showed a f a h l y  even platinum distribu- 
tion (figure1Ua)with a tight structure of low void volume (figure I la) .  The outer sur- 
faces of the electrode contained :-. slightly higher Teflon concentration than the interior 
(figures 10a and 12a). 
The used anode (7 months of operation in cell pair  S/N 018) had increased in 
thickness by almost a factor of two as can be seen from a comparison of figures 10b 
andllbn+th figuresloa and l l a .  In the expanded o r  "puffed out" area on the gas side, , 
the platinum-'&flon ratio is essentially the same as the original; however, the catalyst 
density is about one-half that of the original electrode. This resulted in a large in- 
crease in void volume at the gas side and to a lesser extent on the electrolyte side of 
the anode, as  can be most clearly seen from the platinum distribution scan of figure 
1Obcompared to figure loa .  It is also obvious from a comparison Gf the Teflcm distri- 
bution scans shown in figure10 that the Teflon has migrated in the opposite direction; 
i. e., toward the matrix. This Teflon migration is even more dramatically evident 
frQm the characteristic X-ray distribution for platinum and fluorine (Teflon) shown 
in figure 12. 
Since both the platinum and the Teflon a re  in the colloidal state, i t  is not sur- 
prising that they would tend to migrate in the electrical field (electrophoresis) of the 
cell. The platinum, having a negative charge, would be forced away from the cell 
cathode which is opposite to the direction of electrolyte pumping (electroosmosis). 
The Teflon, with a positive charge, would migrate toward the cell cathode. The 
migration of the Teflon in the anode toward the matrix would result in a large increase 
in the hydrophobicity at the electrode - matrix interface. This, combined with the 
increase in void volume, would greatly reduce the electrode capiIIarity and therefore 
its ability to puil back eiectrolyte from the matrix. The result is a reduction in the 
utilized catalyst area with time and therefore a decrease in ancdc electrochemical 
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performance. The performance can be increased temporarily by forcing electrolyte 
into the anode structure, e.g. by pulling vacuum on the nydrogen side. This has been 
demonstrated many times, but after a short interval of time the electroosmotic pump- 
ing restores the amount of electrolyte in the anode to its equilibrium level. 
Most of the catalyst in the expanded area (gas side) is probably no longer effective 
because of the high void wlume. This may account for the fact that complete recovery 
of the cell power to the original level was not obtained after the vacuum treatment or 
the electrolyte i eplacement. 
The observation that the cell power decay rate after electrolyte replacement was 
slower than after a vacuum treatment can be explained by the difference in electrolyte 
availability in the two cases. After electrolyte replacement, there was initially an 
excess of electrolyte at a higher than equilibrium concentration so that the cell to 
anode electrolyte pressure differential was small. In contrast, the vacuum treatment 
decreased the amount of available electrolyte, thereby ir.creasing the capillary pres- 
sure differential between anode and reservoir which would reduce the anode electrolyte 
take-up rate. 
In view of the observed changes in electrode structure the mechanism by whicheither 
an open circuit treatment or a nitrogen purge causes temporary cell power increase 
can be explained. Reducing the cell current to zero via open circuit o r  a closed 
circ lit nitrogen purge would stop electroosmotic pumping of electrolyte aut of the 
anode structure and allow electrolyte replenishment into the anode structure via 
capillarity. The fact that a nitrogen purge is more effective than an open circuit 
treatment in increasing cell power may be related to the difference in anode potential 
in the two cases. At open circuit the anode potential goes to zero with respect to a 
hydrogen reference electrode in the same solution but during a closed circuit nitrcgen 
purge the anode potential increases to -1.1 volts with respect to the same reference. 
Since the electrocapillary maximum for platinum in aqueous solutian is nearer to zero 
volts, a nitrogen purge would affect a greater reduction in the platinum-solution inter- 
facial tension, thus making the spreading coefficient more positive which results in an 
increased anode wkking riite for electrolyte take-up. 
The PPF anode from cell pair S/N 019 showed no evidence of any structural 
changes by optical or SEM examination. The X-ray microprobe line scan (figure 13) 
showed no evidence of Teflon migration and, at most, only a slight migration of 
platinum toward the hydrogen side. The gap near the matrix side in the scan of 
figure13 b is due to a crack in the electrode which developed during the sample mount- 
ing process. 
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Anode Evaluation 
Four other electrodes (A-3R, A-lOR,  SEC and PVC ere  screened for initial power 
performance a s  HDC anodes via floating electrode tests/3Yj (test set up. Reference 
figure 14). The A -3R and A -lOR electrodes a r e  intended to be more CO and possibly 
"reduced C02" tolerant, whereas the SEC and PVC electrodes represent a considerable 
reduction in catalyst loading and cost without a sacrifice in power performance at high 
temperatures. Table I gives the mode performance of these electrodes in addition to 
the SSP, PPF, and American Cyanamide A A - 2  electrodes. The SEC electrode 
(4 mg cm-2) gave the best power performance, but i t  w a s  found that the catalyst was 
unstable in the CsHC03  electrolytc. The PPF electrode a t  a catalyst loading of 
15 mg cm-2 had essentially the same powr : performance a s  the SEC and, from cell 
pair S / N  019R experience, the PPF performance degradation with time is very small. 
If the data in Table 1 is normalized per mg cm-2 of catalyst, the PVC electrode 
containing only 1 mg cm-2 of active supported catalyst looks promising. Unfortunately, 
the catalyst-t-support ratio is at its maximum level and increasing the loading by a 
factor of three, to match PPF performance, would result in an electrode of unreason- 
able thickness. 
From these results and from cell pair S/N 019 power performance, the PPF 
electrode was chosen for use as the anode in future cell tests. 
Matrix Thickness and Cell Performance 
The matrix thickness test was run under the following conditions: PCQ = 3 mm Hg, 
a i r  velocity = 15 ft/sec, current density = 18 asf, a i r  inlet temperature/dew point 
70°/63'F, ambient pressure = 14.7 psia. 
h e ,  two, and four layers of asbestos were used a t  the optimum compression 
thickness of 12.5, 25, and 50 mils, respectively. The electrolyte wap CszC03  
(Reference Appendix, Master Test Plan, Section IX). 
The results given in Table I1 show the expected trend in C 0 2  processing efficiency; 
however, the high IR drop for one asbestos layer (compressed to 12.5 mils) is difficult 
to explain.* Also, in  view of the anode and cathode pH values, the high cell voltage 
obtafned with one asbestos layer seems peculiar. 
* It is possible that a calculation e r r o r  was made in the IR drop measurement such 
that the actual value should be 1/2 of that recorded, i.e. 25 mV. Unfortunately, 
the abnormally high value was not noticed until after the experimental series had 
been completed and time did not permit a rerun. 
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Electrode 
Catrlyat 
-(.w 
(ma cm-2) _ I  
TABLE I 
FLOATING ELECTRODE EVALI;IA'i,!ON OF .4NODE 
PERLgRMANCE IN CESIURI BICAIlBOX~47'E 
I 
PPF SEC A -3R A -10R PV c AA-2  SSP I 
15 4 20 13 1 10 10 
Curreilt 
Density 
Overvoltage (mv) 
10 40 ' 40 65 75 123 75 70 
15 82 82 113 113 164 106 104 
20 100 98 160 152 196 130 
30 145 137 225 205 2 52 180 166 
50 I 210 I 190 I 330 I 275 ! - - 
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Thickness 
*\c. Is 
12.5 
25 
50 
- 
- 
TABLE 11 
MATRE THICKNESS TEST RESULTS 
C02 Efficiency Voltage IR Drop Cathode Anode 
Percent Volts mV pH pH 
66.4 0.452 50 12.0 9 . 5  
98 0.385 38 12.3 8.2 
106 0.364 70 12.5 s. 0 
With the four layers of asbestos compressed to 50 mils it took about 30 hours to 
reach steady state canditions. The initial cell voltage was low and the pH high. 
Operation at 30 asf with the four layers resulted in a gradual increase in IR drop with 
time which increased the cell temperature. This test was discontinued when the A T  
between a i r  inlet and outlet, normaily 3,50F, approached 80F. At this time the IR 
drop was approaching 2 volts. The obvious cause of this behavior was that the elec- 
trolyte concentratim at the anode was approaching zero under these conditions. 
Apparently, even under normal operating conditions with a matrix thickness of 25 mils 
the ccsium ion concentration at the anode is significantly lower than had been antici- 
pated. This information helps to explain two factors which were previously difficult 
to rationalize: the abncrmally high anode polarization and the large anode electro- 
kinetic effects. 
The anode polarization measured in the analytical cell is typically one to two 
hundred millivolts greater than that measured in the floating electrode test even though 
the pH is the same (8.0) in each case. This discrepancy can be explained if t1.e elec- 
trolyte concentration at thc anode of a full cell is considerably lower than that in the 
floating electrode cell. This would result in additional intra-anode IR drop and cm- 
centration polarization for a full cell anode. 
To determine the effect of electrolyte dilution on mode performance an electrode 
was tested in 9 weight percent cesium bicaxbnate (58 weight percent diluted 1O:l by 
volume) and compared to the performance in 58 weight percent,* both solutions having 
a pH of 9. The dilute bicarbonate electrolyte gave 130 mv more anode polarization at 
20 asf (corrected for IR drop) than the concentrated electrolyte. Thus, the unusually 
high cell voltage observed with one layer of matrix (12.5 mils) can be explained by a 
decrease in anode overvoltage due to the higher anolyte concentration obtained with 
~ * 
Evaluation of anode performance via the floating electrode test was done in 58 weight 
percent CsHCQ3 with a pH of 8.0. 
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the smaller inter-electrode distance. If a higher anolyte concentration could be 
maintained with a 25 or 30 mil electrode spacing, the cell voltage could be signifi- 
cantly improved without sacrificing the CO2 transfer efficiency. 
Two factors contribute to the overall anode polarization: intra anode IR drop, 
The addition of an inert electrolyte and intra anode cancentration polarization, * 
such as cesium sulfate would decrease the intra anode IR drop but increase the con- 
centration polarization so that the net effect on overall anode polarization i s  difficult 
to predict, 
To determine the net effect of inert electrolyte addition, anode polarization 
was measured on a floating electrode in two electrolyte solutions: 0.5 mole Cs HCOQ 
and 0.5 mole CsHC03 + 1 mole Cs2S04. With the inert electrolyte, the 
solution resistance was reduced by a factor of two and presumably there was a 
corresponding decrease in intra anode TR drop. However, the total anode polarization 
at 20 asf was  about 30 mv greater. From this result i t  seems that concentration 
polarization is the major factor limiting anode performance and the addition of an 
inert electrolyte would be expected to give a slightly lower cell power output. 
The fact that electrokinetic phenomena seem to be more pronounced at the anode 
than at the cathode was difficult to understand, since i t  is well known that these 
effects on platinum are greatly enhanced by high solution pH, yet there has been no 
indication of cathode electrochemical degradation with time, as observed with the 
anode where the pH is low. In view of the evidence for a low electrolyte concentration 
at the anode it is now clear that the large anode electrokinetic effects must be related 
to the much greater zeta potential associated with the more dilute anolyte. Increasing 
the anolyte concentration by the addition of inert electrolyte should suppress the 
zeta potential and thereby promote anode life by reducing the platinum and Teflon 
migration rates; however, some sacrifice in power would result due to the increase 
in intra anode concentration polarization. 
* Activation overvoltage would not normally be affected by electrolyte concentration 
changes when the major ions do not take part in the electrode reaction. Also, the 
activation overvoltage for hydrogen oxidation at normal HDC current densities 
should be negligible. 
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HDC ANALYTICAL TESTLNG 
The purpose of the HDC analytical tests. described in Sections V and YII of the Master 
Test Plan, (reference Appendix) was to obtain more detailed information on the H J X  cell 
to gain a better understanding of its operation. Such data are useful in the develop- 
ment of an HDC cell math model and in defjning areas where improvements could be 
ma& to give better performance. 
The analytical test cell illustrated by figure 15 was constructed from full cell 
pair hardware to give an electrode area of only 1/24 ft2 while keeping the full scale 
airflow path length of six incues. Reference electrodes were incorporated on both 
the anode and the cathode sides, and access ports were added to allow pH measure- 
ments at the anode or cathode during cell operation. The matrix consisted of one 
layer of Tissuquartz (18 mils) between two layers of fuel cell asbestos (20 mils each) 
compressed to 25 mils. All testing was d m  on the analytical test rig (figure 16) at  an 
a i r  temperature of 70°F. The current density, air velocity, C02 partial pressure and 
air dew point were controlled a t  a given level. The more unusual parameters which 
were determined are listed below. 
0 Open circuit voltage 
0 IRdrop 
0 
0 Anode overvoltage = anode potential - made reference potential 
Cathode overvoltage = cathode potential - cathode reference potential 
0 Anolyte and catholyte pH 
0 Concentration overvoltage aod pH 
The concentration overvoltage is equal to (open circuit voltage) - [ (Cathode ref. - 
anode ref.) - (Et drop)]. The ApH is equal to concentration overvoltage divided by 
0.06 volts. 
The APH value determined in this manner can be compared to the difference be- 
tween the measured catholyte and anolyte pH values, and in most cases the correlation 
is good. (See Tables XI and IV for Ce2CO3 electrolyte). 
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FIGURE 16. HDC ANALYTICAL TEST UNIT RI G 
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Cesium Carbonate Electrolyte 
The analytical cell testbc: with Cs2 CO3 electrolyte used the standard SSP elec- 
trodes as requested by the N-1S-4-JSC and the air dew point was controlled a t  
63OF. The open circuit voltage was 1.122 volts and the electrolyte-nlatrix resistance, 
as calcul?ted from the IR drop, was constant at 2.0 f 0.1 niilli ohms ft’. 
The anode overvoltage and cell voltage are not reported because, after a few 
weeks of operation, the anode performance decayed rapidly with tima making these 
readings meaningless for the purpose at hand. The reported pH values were measured 
near the cell air exit. At low air flow velocities and low PCOq the pH values near 
the air inlet were somewhat lower due to significantly differeqt gas phase mass trans- 
port rates at the extremes of the cell. 
Table III shows the effect of CO2 partial pressme and air velocity in the region 
where gas phase mass transport rates are important in determining the C 0 2  proces- 
sing efficiency, In this  case increasing either the COS partial pressure or the air velocity 
results in an increase in CO2 processing efficiency, increased cathode polarization 
and a decrease in electrolyte pH. The increase in cathode polarization is a result of 
the decrease in catholyte pH. The results given in table lV also show this pH effect 
on cathale polarization and it is obvious that the pH effect predominates over the 
current density in determining the magnitude of the cathode overvoltage in this operating 
r=w* 
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EFFECT OF Am VELOCITY AND CO2 PRESSURE AT 18 ASF 
V.'.?TH Cs,COj ELECTROLYTE - 
NOTE: Air Temperature 70°F. Dew Point 63'F. 
TABLE IV 
EFFECT OF CURRENT DENSITY AND C 0 2  PRESSURE 
AT AN AIR VELOCITY OF 7 FT/SEC 
~ 
NOTE: Air Temperature 70°F. Dew Point 63'F. 
W E R  6?85 
Cell 
Voltage 
(Volts) 
0.380 
0.340 
0.284 
TMAC Electrolyk 
Cathode Anode 
pH PH 
12.6 90 2 
12.6 9.2 
13.0 9.2 
The purpose of the TMAC electrolyte tests was to obtain more detailed information 
on cell operation with TMAC and to compare these results to those obtained with cesium 
carbonate electrolyte. Cell construction was identical to the CsgCOg analytical cell 
testing except for the electrodes which were PPF anode and DS 16-0 cathode. 
Table V shows the effect of current density on cell performance. The decrease in 
cell voltage with increasing current density is due to an increase in the anode over- 
voltage (related to ApH) and IR drop. The cathode overvoltage decreases with in- 
creasing current density because of the increase in catholyte pH. Additional data on 
C02 transfer versus current density is given in figures 17 and 18, Although the CO2 
transfer efficiency decreases with increasing current density over the range studied 
(figure 17), . the absolute amount of CO2 processed increases as shown in figure 18. 
TABLE V 
EFFECT OF CURRENT DENSITY 
= 1 mm Hg, RH = 49.3%, Air  Velocity = 10 ft/sec) P C 0 2  
current 
Density 
(as0 
12 
18 
30 
Ove Not 
Cathode 
- 91 
- 49 
p mV 
Anode 
- 
24 9 
358 
430 
Efficiency 
% 
80 
55.6 
36 
60 
100 
110 
Table VI shows the effict of air C 0 2  partial pressure and relative humidity on cell 
performance. Increasi:ig COS partial pressures reduces cell voltage because of increased 
cathode overvoltage and IR drop which over-compensate the reduction in anode over- 
voltage, The decrease in anode overvoltage with increasing Pco is not understood, 
since there =erns to be no change in anolyte PH and the electrolyk resistance increase 
would indica% a decrease in anolyte concentration which has been shown to result in 
greater, sot less, ande polarization. Admittedly the pH measurements are somewhat 
crude for this purpose and are that of the bulk anolyte rath, r than that at the catalyst 
surfwe which would determir the degree of anode polarization. 
Increasing the air relative humidity increases the cell voltage because the reduc- 
tion in cathode overvoltage and IR drop ir3 greater than the inc-ease in anode over- 
voltage and concentration polarization. With the more dilute electrolyte solution one 
would e-ct an increase in anode overvoltage, and a decrease in electrolyte resistance 
and anolyte pH as obtained. The lower cathode overvoltage observed with the more 
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FIGURE 17. EFFECT OF CURRENT DENSITY AND P 
EFFICIENCY USING TMAC ELECTROLYTE 
,ON C 0 2  TRANSFER W? 
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TEMP 70°F 
(10 FT/SEC AIR I VELDCITY) 
pq = 1.0 mn Hg /
, /.'C02 = 0.25 mnHg 
(15 FT/sEC AIR VEIDCI~  
L . I . I 
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FIGURE 18. EFFECT OF CURREN? DENSITY AND p ON THE ABSOLUTE 
co2 
AMOUNT OF co2 TRANSFERRED WITH TMAC ELECTROLYTE 
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Cathode Anode Cell 'c02 % R H  Volta 
b m H d  0 . P.1 (volts$ PH PH 
0.25 33.6 0.354 13.5 10.5 
(40'F) 
1.0 33.6 0.246 13.3 10 
(40°F) 
4.0 33.6 0.192 13.0 11 
(40°F) 
0.25 71.2 0.387 13.5 9.2 
(60°F) 
1.0 71.2 0.274 13.3 9.2 
(60'F) 
TABLE VI 
Overvoltage (mV) Efficiency IR drop 
Cathode Anode CF) (mV) 
- 46 415 19.0 100 
- 166 381 55.7 110 
- 294 368 92.4 120 
- - 19. G 65 
- 104 398 55.8 80 
- 
I 
4.0 
TABLE VII 
1 -150 71.2 2.42 13.0 
(60°F) 
EFFECT OF A I R  VELOCITY WITH TMAC ELECTROLYTE 
( PCQ = 0.25 mm Hg, aef = 18, Relative Humldity = 49.3%, Temp 70°F) 
(volts) 
1 5  I 0.423 I 13.5 
10 0.370 13.5 
15 0.364 13.0 
I I 
10 - - 19.3 100 
10.5 - 98 395 28.8 90 
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I 
dilute electrolyte (high air R. H. ) is probably associated with a decrease in catholyte 
viscosity, since there is no change in catholyte pH. A i r  relative humidity (or elec- 
trolyte concentration) has little effect on C02 transfer efficiency. 
Table VII shows the effect of air  velocity, at ambient C02 levels, on cell per- 
formance. The decrease in cell voltage with increasing air velocity is caused by the 
lower cell temperature and the change in catholyte pH which is affected by the rate of 
C o g  mass transport. At air velocities of 5 and 10 ft/sec, convective mass transport 
of C 0 2  is definitely limiting as evidenced by the low COz transfer efficiency. 
Conclusions 
The general conclusions from the results of the analytical cell testing are: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
The cathodic overvoltage with both electrolytes is strongly affected by 
the catholyte pH. 
For maximum C02  transfer efficiency the optimum catholyte pH for both 
electrolytes is in the range of 12.3 to 13.0. Within limits the optimum 
catholyte pH can be obtained by proper choice of air flow rate and current 
density. 
The TMAC electrolyte results in a higher electrolyte resistance and 
anode polarization than CszC03, and this accounts for the lower cell 
power output obtained -4th TMAC. 
The anode overvoltage is a major contributor to low HnC cell power out- 
put and is the only source of cell power loss which offers hope for significant 
improvement in the future. 
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IMPROVED C 0 2  TiEAh. AR 
Past experience has indicated that the overall C 0 2  tra:lsfer process is controlled 
mainly by the reactions and mass transport processes ar the cathode. The CO2 must 
first be transported fyom the air  stream to the gas-electrolyte interface within the 
cathode structure. Relatively high air velocities, approaching turbulant, are used 
to minimize the gas phase mass transport resistance. The next step is the absorption 
of the gaseous COS into the catholyte as aqueous C 0 2  followc? by its reaction with 
hydroxide ions to forni the bicarbonate ion. The subsequent, purely ionic, reaction to 
form the carbonate ion from hydroxide and bicarbonate ions is very rapid compared to 
the C o g  (as), OHreaction. One can see from this sequence that the cathode structrtre 
should play an important role in determining the rate of these intra-cathDde procesees. 
The rate of gaseous C 0 2  mass transport within the cathode st-zcture WOL:X be deter- 
mined by the hydrophobic QS pore geometry of the cathode. * he absorption rate of 
gaseous C 0 2  would be a function of the total available gas-catholytc interfacial area, 
and the Cog, OH-reaction would be dependent on maps trancport rates within the hydro- 
philic catalyst-matrix of the cathode. 
To improve the overall C 0 2  processing rate a catalyst for it-e C 0 2  (as), OH 
reaction was investigated and modifications of the cathode structure were made to in- 
crease the intra-cathode I ~ ~ S S  transport rates. The effect of electrolyte-matrix 
thickness (electrode spacing) on the overall C 0 2  transfer rate also was determined. 
E bctrolvte C atalys t 
Under certain conditions of cell operation it is possible for the reaction 
- - 
CO2 (as) + Oil - HCO3 
to be rate determining in the oversll C 0 2  transfer process, and under these conditions 
a catalyst for the above reaction would be beneficial. The most active known catalyst 
for this reaction is the enzyme carbonic anhydrase and it has been demonstrated qualita- 
tively at Hamilton Standard thbt carbonic anhydrase at very low levels is effective in 
speeding up the absorption of C 0 2  in both cesium carbonate and TMAC to form the 
respective bicarbonate&. A1 so, potential sweeps showed no evidence of electrode 
poisonhg or  carbonic anhydrase hatbbility over the potential range of 0 to 1200 m volts. 
However, long term stability and effectiveness in the HDC environment had not been 
evaluated . 
Carbonic anhydrase was tested in the analytical test cell w;:b 3s2CO:j electrolyte under  
the following condif-ions: 
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pcoz = tL.5mniHg 
A i r  velocity = 7 ft/r.ec 
Current density = 12, 18 and 24 asf 
Ambient pressure = 14.7 puia 
During a five day test with an SSP type cathode, there was no evidence of electrode 
poisoning from the carbonic anhydrase, however, there was no deLectable imrxove- 
ment in the Cog trmsfer rate either. A repeat of this test using an Amei-ican 
Cyanamide AA2 cathode, which gives a higher C 0 2  tranP”2r rate also gave a negative 
result. From this it c m  t 3 conckded that either the ( 3 2 ,  OH- reaction is not rate 
cantrolling under nc.rma1 operat*ng conditions or  that the carbonic anhydrase is no+ 
effective in the HDC environment. However, the fact that the COL transfer ratc wries  
with different cathode structures would incl~.ite I h t  intra-aleL-trode mqss transpor?, 
not the C02, OH‘ reaction rate, is the contiolling factor. 
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Cathode Improvement and Evaluation 
Since C02 is absorbed ty the catholyte, an increase in catholyte volume and cir- 
culatim rate would be expected to increase the C02 processinq rate. Circulation of 
tbr; catbolyte within the cathode structure is determined by the local electroosmotic 
a d  capillarity pressure differentials. In the cathode, electrolyte tends to be pumpmi 
towad the air side in regions of high current density. In order for the capillary 
pressure differential to exceed the electroosmotic pressure, thus causing the elec- 
trolyte to be returned into the electrode s t ~ c t u r e ,  regions of low current density are 
required. It was reasmed that decreasing the density of the catalyst structure should 
increase its electronic resistance resulting in a significant drop-off in current density 
remote from the current collector screen. Thus, there would be a corresponding de- 
crease in the electroosmatic pumping force while the capillary force would be in- 
dependent of position from the current collector screen. Also microscopic examina- 
tion and comparison of the SSP cathode with the American Cyanamid AA2 electrode, 
which gives a much higher C02 processing rate, showed that the AA2 electrode had 
a much less dense catalyst structure. The less dense electrode structure should also 
increase the intra-cathode C02 gas mass transport rate. 
_Analvtical Cell  Test of DS 16-0 Cathode 
The 1 s t  approach was to modify the stamlard fuel cell electrode manufacturing 
process to achieve a less dense structure; however, the extent of this modification 
was limited and the C02 processing efficiency cmld only be increased from 50 percent 
to 60 percent. In discussion of our requirements with the Electrode Development 
Group at P&WA a different experimental electrode, was recommended. This electrode 
(DS 16-0), when used in the analytical cell with Cs2C03 electrolyte gave a C02 pro- 
cessing efficiency of 98 percent at 18 asf and 3 mm Hg compared to an efficiency of 
90 percent for the American Cyanamide AA2. Some parametric data for the DS 16-0 
cathode obtained in the analytical cell is given i n  table VIII. The anode was a 
15 mg/cm2 PPF. Three additional Type DS 16-0 cathodes made for the analytical 
cell gave the same performance as the first DS 16-0 cathode. One of these cathodes 
was made with twice the platinum loading but showed no increase in C o g  processing 
rate. Also, tn an earlier test doubling the loading of the SSP type cathode did not 
affect the C02 processing rate. From these results it can be concluded that the 
catholyte volume is of minor importance compred L? the cathoijte circulation rate, 
assuming all the catalyst is k . -g utilized. 
Floating electrode tests oi all the cathodes showed only emall differences in electro- 
chemical performance. The overvoltage at 20 asf was -250 * 25 mV and there was 
a general trend toward increased overvdtage with decreasing catalyst density as 
would be expected. 
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Full Size Cell  Test of DS 16-0 T v ~ e  Cathode 
HI)C cell pair S/N 019 operated for 3360 hours using Cs2CO3 electrolvte prior 
to its disassembly to incorporate DS 16-0 cathodes. During this time the de,,adation 
in cell power was approximately 20 micro volts per hour. The average C 0 2  removal 
rate for the unit at  18 asf was 70 scc/min or a 52 percent current efficiency. After the 
reassembly, which incorporated the same PPF anodes, a new matrix and DS 16-0 
cathodes, this cell pair @ow S/N 019-2) was placed on test at an air inlet condition 
of 3 mm Hg Pco2, 52OF/45OF temperature/dew point and operated at l S  asf. The 
current efficiency was approximately 74 percent. Since the full size cell pair per- 
formance did not agree with the analytical cell performance (74 percent vs 96 percent), 
cell pair S/N 019-2 
and tested m the analytical cell. This testing revealed a current efficiency of 92 per- 
cent, which indicated a loss of 6 percent in current efficiency when scaling up to a 
large size electrode. Cell pair S/N 019-2 waa reassembled with new matrix, the 
same electrodes and with new "Otl-Seals on the hydrogen manifold block because it 
was suspected that the original seals may have leaked. Test results revealed a 
current efficiency of 86 percent after three days of testing* (figure 9). 
was disassembled and a section of the top cathode was removed 
The difference in C 0 2  transfer efficiency between the full size cell pair and the 
analytical cell was mvestigated. It was established that differences in hydrogen back 
pmsw~re, temperature, hydrogen velocity (Table IX), and housing resistance have little effec 
011 the C02 transfer efficiency. Also the possibility of a hydrogen maldistrilmtion in 
the full size cell pair was eliminated by reducmp. the hydrogen pressure drop and 
sealing the cms8over points as shown in figure 19. The only apparent U e r e n c e  
between the two cells is the partial pressure of C02 in the hydrogen gas coming out 
of the cells. The analytical cell has typically less than 1 percent C02 whereas the 
full size cell has greater than 5 percent Cog. Changing the hydrogen flow rate in the 
full size cell to vary the percentage of C 0 2  from Fi to 20 had no effect on C 0 2  transfer 
efficiency (figure 43), and likewise the hydrogen flow rat in the analytical cell was  
varied from 0.1 to 1 percent C02 without affecting the C02 transfer efficiency 
(Table MI. A cell pair operated with a modified center housing to allow sampling 
of the hydrogen - carbon dioxide gas at various points showed no variation in the 
C02 transfer efficiency across the cell. 
The discrepancy in C02 transfer efficiency between the full size cell p i r  and 
the analytical cell still has not been resolved. 
* Other full size cell pairs with Cs2C03 electrolyte subsequently tested with 
DS 16-0 cathodes under the same conditions gave Cog transfer efficiencies 
varying from 82 to 92 percent. 
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HDC ELECTROLYTE PROPERTIES 
The physical properties of cesium bicarbonate and tetramethylammonium car- 
bonate (TMAC) electrolyte were determined in order to provide the necessary design 
data for the HDC cell. The properties of cesium carbonate, except for viscosity, 
were determined under the previaus contract (NAS 4.11830) hut are included here for 
convenience. The viscosity data for TMAC, measured by Dr. C. H. Lin at the NASA- 
JSC, also is included. The data is presented in the following order: 
Cesium Carbonate (Csz CO3) 
Table X 
Table X I  
Figure 20 
Figure 21 
Table XI1 
Figure 22 
Figure 23 
Table XI11 
Table XIV 
Figure 24 
Figure 25 
Table N,’ 
Figure 26 
Figure 27 
Table XVI 
Vapor pressure versus concentration and temperature 
Specific conductivity versus concentration and temperature 
Solubility versus temperature 
Density versus concentration 
Viscosity versus concentration 
Specific volume versus concentratim 
Moles per liter versus weight percent 
Cesium Bicarbonate (CsH CO3L 
Vapor pressure versus concentration and temperature 
Specific conductivity versus concentration and temperature 
Solubility versus temperature 
Density versus concentration 
Viscosity versus concentration 
Speoific volume versus concentration 
Moles per liter versus weight percent 
Relative humidity versus concentration and temperature 
Tetramethylammonium Carbonate (TMAC) 
Table XVII 
Table MI1 
Figure 28 Density versus concentration 
Vapor presmre versus concentration and temperature 
Specific conductivity versus concentration and temperature 
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Table X I X  Viscosity versus concentra+.ion 
Figure 29 Specific volume versus concentration 
Figure 30 Specific volume versus relative humidity 
Figure 31 Moles per liter versus weight percent 
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TABLE XII VISCOSITY OF CESIUM CARBONATE SOLUTION 
CESIUM CARRONATE SOLUTION 
 
CONCENTRATION DENSITY ABS. KIN. 
VISCOSITY VISc0SI'I"Y 
Wt. % G r a m s  /cc Centipoise C enti stokes 
70 2.194 5.68 2.59 
- 
65 2.034 3.87 1.90 
60 1.897 2.97 1.56 
55 1,772 2.38 1.34 
50 1.663 2.00 1.20 
40 1.476 1.56 1.06 
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TABLE XV VISCOSXTY OF CESIUM BICARBONATE SOLUTIONS 
CONCENTRATION DENSITY ABS. KIN. 
VISCOSITY VISCOSITY 
Wt % Gramdcc Centipoise Centistokes 
69.4 2.006 3.92 1.955 
65 1.892 3.00 1.59 
60 1.774 2.38 1.34 
55 1.672 1.99 1.19 
50 1.580 1.77 1.12 
40 1 . 421 1.44 1.01 
I 
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TABLE VISCOSITY OF TMAC SOJ,UTIONS 
TMAC SOLUTION* 
CONCENTRATION DENSITY ABS. 
VISCOSITY 
SVHSER 6285 
KIN. 
VISCO8ITY 
Wt. 76 
51.5 
39.9 
30.0 
20.0 
10.0 
5.0 
* pH 10.9, Data from NASA JSC 
Grandcc  Centipoise Centistoke 9 
1,092 32.8 30.04 
1.07 7.67 7.17 
1. os 3.09 2.94 
1.032 1.86 1.80 
1. (115 1.31 1.29 
1.008 1.C34 I. 046 
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ELECl'FQLYTE (PERCENT) RH Ca 77'F 
FIGUliE 30. ?FIQC S 'ECIFIC V O L W  ER!3Is ELECTWLYTE E L  %'E NlMIDI'lY 
WES PER LITER 
FIGURE 31. MOLES PER LITER VS WEIGHT PERCENT (TMAC) 
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1 IO DT FIE D E LE C -I- R 0 LT'1' E S 
One of the methods for obtaining an electrolyte ;-;ith a lo\\ \v:itcc vapor prcssvre is 
to replace a sigmificant part  of the water with n non-clcctrolyte sol\.cnt. The iieeesszry 
properties far a non-electrolyte additive are:  
IIisciblc with wxter. 
Ntyligible vapor pressure at cell operating temperature. 
Resulting solution must dissolve a sufficient amoiint 0 1  electrolyte salt 
to give goml elrctrical conductivity. 
Stable ander cell conditions. 
The initial literature search for materials with suitable properties was reported 
under the previous cont .set. NAS 9-1 1830. Only two materials, propylene carbonate 
and ethylene carbonatc, were found which looked promising. 
The solubility of pr3pylene carbonate was found to be 3 ml per 10 in1 of water' 
and this would result ir. a limited dew point depression. Ethylene carbonate has a 
melting point of 4OOC (l(@F) but a fifty-fifty volume mhture  with water is soluble 
a b v e  65OF where the 1!w3 cell would operate. 
The literature search revealed that propylene and ethylene carbonate had been 
employed as electrolyte solvents (anhydrous) and were relative1.y stable over 3 wide 
potential range. However, the stability should depend on the nature of the electrode 
material (catalyst) and probably the availability of water, which could induce hydrolysis 
ot these cyclic esthers to alcohol and acid o r  carbon dioxide. 
A potential sweep with and without ethylene carb0nat.e (three drops in 35 ml oi 1 
bl Cs2C03)  is show'i in figure 32 from which it is olwious that these materials a r e  
readily oxidized on a platinum black electrode in the presence of water. The rela- 
tively large anodic peak a t  - 0.75 volts on b t i i  the up and down swccps cannot lie due 
to the direct oxidation of ethylene carbonate. It is more reasonable to assume that 
f;w ethylene carbonate is rapidly hydrolyzed by base Ltnd platbum citalyst to alcohol 
,'dI*:\'. ed by oxidation of the alcohol. 
Tr, date the only materials found that haw sufficient solubilitv in  wstcr conktin 
nnline,, hydroxv o r  es ter  groups, and all of thcse a r e  readily nsidizcd unrlcr HDC 
c ond i ti ons . 
t The litcmture shows propylene carbonate a s  very solublc in \.cater. 
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SPECIALTESTS 
In addition to the HDC tests discussed in the previous sections, three special 
investigations were made involving the HDC matrix compression, matrix set, and the 
hydrogen flow rate through the cell. 
Matrix Compression 
The purpose of the matrix compression tests was to determine the tortuosity and 
optimum matrix compression for asbestos, Neoprene asbestos, and Tissuquartz. The 
general procedure (reference Appendix) Master Test Plan, Section n') was to mea- 
sure electrolyte resistance (R) with and \\ ithout matrix a s  a fiinction of electrode d i s -  
tance (d) using ihe special micrometer cell shown in figxre 33 .  
The resistance should be given by 
d d T  = pd fT 
R = p - .  
A d - d' (1 - m) A 
where p is the electrolyte resistivity, A the electrode geometric area, 7 the tortuo- 
sity, df the uncompressed matrix thickness (dry) and m is the matrix void volume. 
The dry uncompressed matrix thickness and the maximum compresssd thickness, 
do = d' 
respectively. Without matrix, the tortuosity and matrix factor (f = d/d-do) are both 
equal to one and the above equation reduces to R = Pd/A. For a given electrolyte 
P /A is found by plotting R versus d and extrapolating to d = 0 to correct for the cell 
electronic resistance. The tortuosity is fcund from a plot of R versus fd P/A and i f  
f is not a function of d the optimum compression should be at d = 2d0. 
{l - m), were measured with a micrometer to 2 mils and f 0.5 mils, 
To determine the resistance a constant voltage (2 50 niV, 1 K Hz) square wave 
was applied to the cell and the resulting current was extrapolated to "zero" time 
(f2 psec)  to eliminate capacitance and polarization effects. The electrolyte was 1 gram 
KCI per liter to give a resistance ( -  50 ohms at 25 mils) compatible with the instru- 
mentation. To obtain reproducible results it was necessary to keep the cell in a 100 
percent relative humidity chamber to prevent water evaporation from the electrolyte, 
Also, as the electrode spacing was decreased. the excess electrolyte was removed by 
blotting with electrolyte dampened paper tissue. I t  was found that the use of dry tissue 
had a tendency to remove too much electrolyte froin the matrix material. 
For each matrix material studied, a plot of R versus d (figure-a)and R versus 
fdp/A (figure-b) is given. The R verms d plot also shows the electrolyte resistance 
without matrix and the calculated resistance for a tortuosity value of one. The values 
for the dry uncompressed matrix thickness and the thickness at a maximum com- 
pression are shown as d' and do, respectively. Except where noted, hvo layers of 
matrix were used. 
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The data for fuel cell asbestos are  shown in figures 34a and 34b. The tortuosity 
factor is 1.53 for d > 35 niils but decreases for d values less than 35 mils. This 
behavior may be due to edge effects where a small fraction of the matrix remains 
uncompressed resulting in a constant (with d) parallel resistnnce so that the measured 
value is less than the txue resistance between the electrode faces at low values of d a s  
reflected in figure 32. The minimum resistance occurs at close to the calculated 
value of 2d0 = 24 mils. 
The data for Tissuquartz and Neoprene asbestos are given in figures 35 and 36 
respectively. Both of these materials, having an uncompressed void volume grwter 
than 90 percent, gave unexpected results. A s  can be seen from figures 35 and sb, the 
R versus fd P/A plot is a straight line with a slope of one (7  = 1) but does not extra- 
polate to zero. Unless it is assumed that the tortuosity increases continuously q - i t h  
increasing matrix compression, it appears that the equation for resistance should con- 
tain an added factor which is independent of d. 
In view of the very high void volume, a tortuosity factor of one would be expected 
for all h t  very small values of d so that an additional term to the resistance equation 
seems more reasonzble, although it is somewhat difficult to justiQ a priori. A 
possible explanation could be attributed to double layer effects associated with the 
large matrix - solution interfacial area. This interfacial area would be independent 
of the compressed matrix thickness d, Also, from microsco c examination of the 
three matrix materials it appears that the P&WA fuel cell asbestos has a much smaller 
surface area than the other two materials so that double layer effects would be much 
less pronounced with the fuel cell asbestos. 
To minimize any electroosmotic effect a saturated solution of KCl was used as the 
electrolyte in one experiment with Tissuquartz. This experiment required special 
instrumentation because the measured resistance was in the order of 1/2 ohm. A 
Hewlett Packard model 606B signal generator supplied a 98)ramp rms lOOK Hz sme 
wave and the voltage was fed into a Tektonix lA7A applifier with a Fluke model 873A 
AC/W differential voltmeter as readout. With this equipment the measurements 
could be made to 0.1 micro volt. The results corrected for an electronic resistance 
of 0.345 ohms are shown in figure 37. The line for Tissuquartz is parallel to the 
plain electrolyte line but displaced by 0.075 ohms which would indicate again that the 
resistance equation should contain an additional term independent of d but probably a 
function of p . 
An equation of the form R = O/A [df 7 +U 1, wherea is a constant. for a given 
matrix material and electrolyte, allows a fit of the data. The dilute and saturated 
KCl solutions with Tissuquartz gave the same a value which wmla indicate that 01 is 
independent of electrolyte concentration, however, additional experiments would be 
necessary to definitely establish this a s  fxct. Data obtained with Neoprene asbestos 
and dilute TMAC electrolyte also required the addition of the 01 term but its value was 
different than that for the KCl elect-?lyte. 
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FIGURE 37. TISSuquARTZ - (SATURATED KCl) RESISTANCX VERSUS 'MICKNESS 
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It is conceivable that the various interactions t~et\veen the  io- ' i i t i m  ruid 
those immobilized in the double layer 3.t the matrix - solution i 
in retardation of the mobile ions in solution. Such a dccre:isr i . ,  ion w)lS 
increase the matr is  - electrolyte resis'iancc by an :dditionnl fac'or. 
h c ~ *  1.1 rcsult 
j. v~uuIcl 
Since the niatris  for the WVE cell consists of one layer of Xeop:.elw :is1wstos :ind 
two layers of Tissuquartz, data for this combination is shown in figure :;\. Thc. opti- 
niurn compression is approximately 7 mils which corrcaponds to thc value for 31'. 
The simple ecpation would not apply to a combination of m n t r k  material  so a n  Ii versus 
fd P I A  plot was not macle. 
Matrix Set 
Par t  of the 'nsk of investigating the IIDC matrix characterist ics required :i coin- 
pression relaxation and set test  to be performed. The objcctivc of this task \vas to 
determine if the final se t  of the matrix provided sufiicient compression resistance 
(10 psi minimum) to maintain good contact between current collector, electrodes, and 
matrix. The testing established the pressure load versus matrix conipressioii for 
various matrix configurations and :or various durations up to six months. Tests  were 
performed in accordance with the Master Tcst  Plan, Section VIII, reference Appendix. 
The comparison of loading versus deflection of three typical matrix coilfigurations 
is presented in figure :19. This data shows that the addition of one sheet of Tissucpartz 
increases the loading very little, but one additional sheet of aslxstos increases the 
loading l ~ y  a factor of approxiimtely 1.5. The slo7e of thesc curves, 10:uling prcssurc 
per inch of deflection, is a b u t  the same. 
The effects of compression cycling the matrix are shown in figure 4 0 ,  which 
reveals the largest  change in loading between the f i r s t  and second cycles and very 
little change in the loading between the second through the fifth cycles. 
The change in loading at 3 se t  matrix compression (0. QW') is prcscnted in figure 
41, which shcws about a 14 percent decrease in the matrix loading during the initial 
two hours of assembly. 
Six samples were tested for the endurance portion ot the matrix se t  investigation. 
Each sample, consisted of two sheets of 0.020 inch thick asbestos, separated by a 0.018 
inch thick Tissuquartz, saturated with CszC03 and coinpressed to 0.024 inch thick- 
ness and held. ?'he test fhhircs holding the compressed s:implcs, wcre placed in n 
test  chamhcr whcrc a 52OF/45OI: temperakire/dew point and. 2 . 5  nim Hg Pco6, condi- 
tion was maintained, After one, two, six,  filtcen and twnty-five week durations, the 
samples were : t.moved and compressed using a loading of 0 to 200 psi. The one :uid 
two week s a r n ~ , ~ . ~  s required a 70 1)sig loading I)Cforr a n y  indication of ndditionnl mfitriu 
compression was noted. Both of these s:imples, ns shown i n  figurc. .I2 hncl thc samc 
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compression versus loading values. The six, fifteen and twenty-five week samples 
required a 60 psig loading before deflection was observed, but the slope of the com- 
pression/loading curve is the same as the earlier samples. 
The six month endurance data reveals that the matrix maintains sufficient coin- 
pression nbistance (60 psig) to  provide good interface contact between the matrix, 
electrodes and housings which should not cause any change in the cell's IR value. 
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HDC HYDROGEN FLOW IMPROVEMENT 
The objective of testing the HDC at various inlet hydrogen flow rates was to deter- 
mine the effect of this variation on cell performance. Testing was done per Master 
Test Plan, Section 111, reference Appendix. The HDC cell pair which was used for 
this testing was cell pair S/N 011-3 which is a non-reservoir type cell using Cs2C03 
for the electrolyte. This cell pair previously had been used under the SSP HDC test 
program for approximately four months and was restarted €or this test program on 
8 September 1972. The inlet conditions to the cell were maintained at 68'F dew point, 
74OF ary bulb, 3.00 nm Hg C02 partial pressure and 2 1  percent orrygen. The cell was 
operated at a constant current of 16 asf, except at the very low inlet H2 flow rates 
where the current dropped off to a low of 14.2.asf. Nitrogen purging of the cell was 
done daily for approximately 5 minutes duration. The test data presented on figures 
43 through 45 show that current efficiency (normalized) is not significantly affected by 
hydrogen flow rate. However, the power output of the HDC is reduced at the lower H 2  
inflow rates below a stoichiometric flow of 3.0. This drop off in power below a 
stoichiometric flow of 3.0 will not present a problem to the WVE/HDC system since 
the W E  at 50 asf will produce sufficient H2 to maintain a stoichiometric flow about 3.0. 
HDC VERIFICATION TEST 
The objective of this 90 day test program was to verify that the HDC cell pair modi- 
fications derived during the development phase of this program, would decrease the 
voltage decay rate and improve the C02 removal rate of the cell pair. 
The cell pairs, reference figure 1, were of the following configuration:* 
Anode 
Cathode 
Matrix 
Compressed 
Thickness Matrix 
Electrolyte 
Outer Housings 
Cell Pair S/N 021 Cell Pair S/N 022 
PPF Same 
DS 16-0 Same 
2 Sheets of (0.020 inches each) 
Fuel cell asbestos with 1 sheet 
of (0.018 inches Tissuquartz in the 
center 
0.025 inches Same 
Same 
Cs2CO3 TMAC 
Titanium Housings Platinum Same 
Plated 
(SVSK 83638 B) rolled to provide 
0.060 inches concave curvature 
* Detail cell pair description and drawings are defined i n  reference (1). 
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Item - Cell Pair S/N 021 
Center Housing Titanium Houshg (;old 
Plated (SVSK 83639 B) with a 
H2 serpentine path of 0.060 inches 
width 
Cell Pair S/N 022 
Same 
Testing of these cell pairs was done in individual test chambers as defined by 
figure +ti and schematically by figure 47. The facility consisted of separate plexi- 
glass chambers, automatic data recorder, facility support equipment which main- 
, temperature and dew point) and cell tained the chamber environment (Pco2, 
pair current, and instrumentation for nionitoring all the desired rig and cell 
parameters. 
po2 
17erification testing of the two HDC cell pairs was conducted in accordmce with 
The scope of the test the approved Master Test Pia,, Test Number Y (Appendix). 
plan was to establish parametric and endurar 2 test data on the two types of HDC 
electrolytes at various levels of Pco2 and temperatures. 
C e l l  Pair S/N 021 Testing 
Cell pair S/N 021 operated satisfactorily for 40 days with an average CO? removal 
of 84% and an average voltage decay rate of 58 p v/hr until a malfunction in the test 
facility caused the unit to flood with the loss of considerable electrolvte. During re- 
conditioning at  52'/45'F a hydrogen leak developed and the cell was rebuilt wi th  the 
same electrodes. At this time the electrode spacing was increased from the normal 
25 mils to 35 mils in an attempt to ;iicrease the CO2 transfer efficiency. 
Af ter  this rebuild (test period 42nd-58th day) the cell power decayed rapidly as 
shown in figure 48. Potential decay curves of the anode and cathode of Cell  Pair 
S/N 021 revealed a loss of active anode surface area but little chauge in the cathode. 
Just prior to shutdown for disassembly, attempts were made to restore cell power 
via the methods of open circuit, nitrogen purge, and vacuum on the hydrogen side, 
but the cell was not respondent to any of these treatments. Upon disassembly of the 
cell pair all components looked normal except the anode. Approximately 40 percent 
of the anode area contained a white precipitate, predominant on tbc? hydrogen side but 
extending into the electrode structure as shown in figures 49a and 49b. This precipi- 
tate was found to be quite insoluble in water compared to cesium bicarbonate. Spec- 
trographic analysis of the precipitate revealed silica as the major component with 
trace amounts of magnesium and calcium. 
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This was the first  time an insoluble precipik . rd been found in the anode 
structure although some modification of the a s b e s x  structure from fibrous to amor- 
phous a t  the anode-matrix interface had been notcc: in the past. SEM photographs of 
a normal .,nd a modified mstrix from Cell Pair  5,CJ 018 a r e  shown in figures 505 and 
50b. respectively. Figure 50a shows the norma; fibrous structure from near the center 
of the cell matrix and figure 50b the .i.blified structure a t  the anode-ma' .ix interiace. 
Apparentlv the anolyte pH is low enough to cause some attack of the asbestos at  the 
interface, And this appears to be the reason for the matrix sticking to the anode. 
The asbestos matrix is chrysotile (Mgg (OH)8 Si4 010). a basic magnesium s i b  
cate. Acid attack of chrysotile dissolves the magnesium leaving a silica structure, 
Apparently the anolyte pH of CeU Pair S/N 021 was low enou& to dissolve the 
matrix, a t  a relatively rapid rate, and the sillca with a negative charge migrated 
toward the hydrogen side of the anode. 
The only difference in the Cel: Pair S/N O2lbuild-up which could enhance i.,itrix 
attack was the increaee in matrix thickness from 25 to 35 mils which would result in a 
lower anolyte pH, The reason for the lower anolyte pH is that the cesium 1011 concen- 
tration decreases from cathode to anode because of the potential gradienc, and a t  a 
fixed catholyte concent ration the anolyte concentration would be significantly reduced 
in going to a 35 mil dectrode separation (see figure 51). From thermodynamics it is 
known that the anolyte pH is a function of the cesium ion concentration and the equil'5- 
r i u m  C02 partial pressure. A s  ehown in figure 52 a reduction ill the cesium ion con- 
centration a t  constant pCOz results In a decrease in anolyte pH. * It is reasonable to 
assume that the dissolution rate of chrysotile is directly proportional to the hydrogeri 
ion concentration, which would be equivalent to an exponential functim of pH. Thqre- 
fore a one unit decrease in pH would tncrease the dissolutirn rate by a factor of ten. 
It can be rationalized that the increase j . 3  ~atrix thickness to 35 mils reduced 
the anolyte pH sufficiently to iesul t  in a relatively rapid A-aatrix dissolutio,i and sub- 
sequent blockage of the anode pores with silica. With TMAC electrolyte the problem 
of matrix attack is greatly reduced because the anolyte pH is higher as found from 
analytical cell testfrg;. This ale0 is supported by the fact that there is much less 
tendency for the asbestos matrix to bond tm the anode surface in TMAC cells. 
* The equilibrium partial pressure of C02 also lms a large effect on anclyte 
pH; however, there le some evidence that the C02 evolution reaction is w t  
at equilibrium, and if this is the caee the C02 partial pressure in the hydro- 
gen would have a much smaller effect on auolyte pH. 
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FIGURE 52. RELATIONSHIP BETwEm' CESIUM ION CONCENTRATION, 
ANOLYTE pH AND F C q  
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A number of possibiIities exist for preventing o r  minimizing the m:a;i-i-: dissolu- 
tion problem in the future to achieve long term cell life. 
0 The electiwdc spacing could be reduced m 20 mils with a small 
sacrifice ( ~ 3 % )  in C 0 9  - transfer efficiency. 
A more acid resistant matrix material could be used (Neoprene 
asbestos). 
A dual-porosiry sinter-type anode could be used to isolate thc n-atrix 
from the low pH anolyte region. 
0 
0 
The mly one of these su-ugested changes which would eliminate the dissolution of 
the matrix would be the second one, a more acid resistant matrix. Thc suggested 
matrix material of Neoprene asbestas has been used in the \WE cell pair (H2S04 
electrolyte) very successfully and should be suitable for the HDC cell pair. 
Cell Pair S/N 021 was reassembled on the 59th day using new electrodes afia a matrix 
thickness of 0.025 inches. The performance of the rehuilt cell pair, at  l b  asf during 
the remainder of the test program was a C02 removal efficiency of 83 percent (average) 
and power voltage decay of less than 50)rv/hour. The noticeable decrease in power 
followed by a step increase during the 74th to 8Qth day test period resulted from first, 
a low chamber dew point (AT of lWF!, which is on the borderline condition for form- 
ing cesium bicarbonate precipitate that caused a low cell power, and second, an in- 
crease in chamber dew point to obtain a temperature - dew point difference of 7°F. 
causing an increase in power outplt (5.0 watt). 'l'he unit was removed from test after 
successfully completing 90 days of testing. 
Cell Pail* S/X 022 T e s x  
During the initial parametric testing (figure 53) ul Cell  Pair S/N 022 ("MAC unit) 
the test fixture fan failed musing the unit to operate without any cocling air which 
caused flooding of the unit and a permanent loss of electrolyte. For the next fifteen 
days of operation, after replacement of the fixture fan and addition of concentrated 
electroiyte to the cell pair reservoir, the unit slowly increased its autput power, but 
not sufficiently to warrant continuaiion of the test. The unit was rehilt, using the 
same electrodes but fresh matrix and electrolyte, and resumed testing. Af ter  the 
parametric testing at 52/4S°F (61st day) the inlet air conditions were chanyed to room 
air (temperature# 74'F, dew point &GOOF and Pcoz - 1/4 mm Hg). T!;e warmer 
inlet a i r  and the low pCOz caused an initial increase in power, to a peak-of 5 watts. 
After several days at this condIHon the cell power stabillzed at 2.5 -7atts. The 
following 40 da s of the testing w a s  done a t  room a i r  temperature and dew point but 
period was less than 5Op v/hour and provided and average C02 removal efficiency 
of - 72 percent. The last portion of the test was conductc' at room a i r  condttions, 
including Pco,, which caused the power to increase and the CO2 removal to ?:crease (-16% 
at 3.0 rnni Hg 5 CO:]. The average voltage decav rate of Chis unit for the entire test 
Y 
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WVE CELL PAIR VIBRATION TEST 
The W E  cell pair  which had been assembled and tested for 3940 hours under 
the previous contract, NAS 9-11830, was restarted on August 30, 1972 to obtain a 
performance base line prior to vibration tests. The complete history of this WVE 
cell pair  is given in Table XX. The performance prior to vibration, (figure31) was 
53 asf at 1.7 vdc for an inlet air condition of 68OF dew point and 750F dry bulb. The 
unit was removed from test and vibrated in all three axes to the Apollo launch levels 
indicated in figures 55-57. The unit was not damaged structurally or electrochemi- 
cally, did not leak, and did not release any free electrolyte from the cell. A very 
small amount of electrolyte (2-3 drops) was released from the reservoir area. This 
loss of electrolyte would not be expected in a flight type unit, with reservoir housings 
made of metal instead of plexiglass. 
The initial performance of the MVE after vibration and 145 hours of non-operation 
was slightlylawer than previous performance; approximately 47 asf a t  1.7 v, however, 
the performance slowly increased as the cell pair continued to operate (figure 52). 
At the completion of the post vibration test, 5279 hours total operation time, the per- 
formance w a s  49 asf at 1.7 volts and the post vibration test wa3 completed. This 
slight change in performance from the pre-vibration testing is considered acceptable. 
Upon shutdown of the WVE, it was determined that the inlet to the cells hvdrogen 
passage was blocked because the nitrogen purge gas was not purging out the hydrogen. 
Visual examination of the WVE after vibration revealed some flaking of the gold 
plating on the Outside surfaces of the center housing. The disassembly of the WVE 
cell pair, after the post vibration base line test, revealed that the gold plate of the 
titanium center housing internal to the cell also wae flaking in certain areas (figure 
SS), and there was evidence of a slight titanium corrosion in these areas. A detail 
exarrination of the center plate by the Harrilton Stanclad Materlal Engtneerinv m n n  
revealed that the gold plate was somewhat porous allowing gradual attack of the titanium 
by the sulfuric acid electrolyte which caused a weakening of the gold-titanium bond. 
The vibration may have contributed to the flaking fn the weakened bond areas, making 
the problem more evident, but it certainly was not the original cause. A different 
type of plating procedure will be used in the future. Thia wil l  provide a better gold- 
titanium bond and a less porous gold plate. 
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TABLE -XX 
W E  CELL PAIR HISTORY 
Date 
10/71 
11/18/71 
1 1/18-71- 
12/2/71 
12/2/71 
12/2/71- 
5/12/7 2 
5/12/72 
013 0/7 2 
8/30/'7 2- 
~0/12/72 
10/12/72 
10/17/72 
10/18/72- 
1O/31/72 
10/31/72 
Event 
Hardware Manufacture 
Initial Assembly 
Cell Was Operated (181 Hours) 
Final Assembly 
Cell Was Operated (3940 Hours) 
Cell Was Removed From Test and 
Put In Storage 
Restart of Cell 
Cell Was  Operated (1028 Hours) 
Removed From Test For Vibration Test 
Cell Vibrated 
Cell Operated (311 Hours) 
Post Vibration Baseline 
Cell Removed From Test and Disassemblec 
SVHSER 6285 
- 
[ASA/MSC Contract 
NAS 9-11830 
NAS 9-11830 
NAS 311830 
NAS 9-11830 
NAS 9-11830 
No Contract 
NAS 9-12920 
NAS 9-12920 
NAS 312920 
NAS 9-12920 
NAS 9-12920 
NAS 9-12920 
Total Operating Time 
Total Time Assembled 
5460 Hours 
11.5 Months 
'1 3 5 
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WVE/HDC BREADBOARD FABRICATION 
Tne Integrated WVE/HDC Breadboard unit illustrated schematically by figure 59. 
was designed under the previous WVO/HDC contract, HAS 9-11830, and manufactured 
and assembled during this program. The Integrated UlrEhfDC Breadboard unit con- 
sisted of four cell pairs (2 W E  and 2 HDC), an a i r  blower, miscellaneous valving 
and instrumentation inc wporated into one package as sh3wn by figure 60. This 
packaging provided parallel air flow throcgh the cells, hydrogen gas manifolding 
between the cell pairs (HDC'J in series and WVE's in parallel), provisions for 
isolating the HDC cell pairs, and means to monitor cell pair performance. 
Testing of this unit viae not conducted becaus? of progrmn redirection. The 
four cell pairs ( 2  W E  and 2 HDC) that were used for sssembly and a i r  flow checkout 
were not electrocheinically functional. 
121 
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FIGURE 5% INTEGRATED WVE/HDC BREADWARD SQiEMATIC (WSK 83513) 
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RELIABILITY/QL'ALITY ASSURANCE /SAFETY SC'JILIARY 
The following is a summary dl the effort performed during the various tasks of 
this program in the areas of Quality Assurance, Reliability md Safety. 
0 
a 
0 
0 
The successfd denanstration of the W E  cell pair  to withstand launch 
vibration loads verified that the cell pair  design for both HDC and UTE 
systems i s  safe for flight use and wi l l  not rclcasc free electrolyte. 
The disassembly of the W'E cell pair  (after approximately one year  of 
assembly) revealed a poor gold plating of the center housing. Future 
plating of the cell pair  housing w i l l  be done at  Hamilton Standard where 
improved control can be applied to the various steps of the plating operation. 
In order to assure consistently high quality of electrodes for future cy11 
pairs, Hamilton Standard will prepare electrode fabrication operation 
sheets and will use quality control surveillance during the fabrication of 
electrodes. 
A l l  HDC cell pair malfunctions which occurred during testing w e r e  
resolved and corrective action inst:tuted to prevent the recurrence of 
each malfunction. As a result  of this positive type f i i l u r e  analysis. 
the HDC has become a more reliable unit during this p r o m m .  
124 
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1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Scope 
The purpose of this Master Test Plan i s  t o  define the tes t  
methods and equipment which w i l l  be utilized to  perform the 
various Water Vapor Electrclysis (WVE) and Hydrogen Depolar- 
ized 00 Concentration (iUK) cell  pair, tnmdkmd and 
electrofyte tests required under NAs4/hEC contract NAS 9-12920. 
This tes t  program w i l l  be conducted a t  Hamilton Standard, Space 
Systems Department, t es t  facilities. 
ADDlicable Documents 
1.3 
MMMSC contract N . 6  9-12920 
W l t o n  Standard Program Operating Plan for contract NAS 9-12920 
Ftmctimal Reauirements 
3 e V 3 H -  b 
Unless otherwise specified, the following operating conditio& and I B 
requirements w i l l  apply to  the testing of the WVE and IUC cell  
pairs. 
Standard operating conditions: 
Air flaw through cel l  pair 
M e t  Air 002 partial pressure 
Oxygen concentration 20-21% 
10 SCFM 
7OoF 
5 3 O F  
3- 
.Inlet. air dry bulb temperatue 
Inlet air d& point t-rature 
WVE operating requirements: 
Nominal current density 
Maxinnnn voltage 2.0 VDC 
H2 production 
O2 production 
Nominal  current density 16 asf 
h H2 i n f l aw 350 scc/min 
Current efficiency (design god)  
60 asf (min a t  2.0 VDC) 
Current x 7.48 scc/min 
Current x 3.74 scc/min 
HDC operating reqvirements: 
oc)7 c Removed (scc/snin) 
75% = 7.5 x current (asc @ 16 asf and 2.5 mrhfg 
A- 1 
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1.4 Test Condition Tolerances 
Unless otherwise specified, the follouing tolerances w i l l  
apply to the referenced test parameters: 
Temperature f 1°F 
Pressure f -1 psia 
Dew Point 2 1°F 
Voltage f 0.01 volts 
Current 0.10 amps 
CO2 Level f 2% 
f .02 inches of water 
Flow Measurement 2 2.8% 
A-2 
2.0 TEST PLAN AND PROCEDURES 
2.1 
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The test  plans and procedures for the following tests are 
detailed in  the corresponding sections as noted: 
TEST SECTION - 
T 
I I B  
I1 
I11 
I V  
V 
VI1 
VI11 
IX 
X 
-; 
WC Flow Test (WBS 6.0) 
Matrix Compressim Test (WBS 3.3) 
TMAC Electrolyte Analytical Tests (WBS 3.4) 
Trace Impurities (WBS 3.5) VI 
HDc Matrix Conpression Set (WBS 9A) 
HDC Analytical Ce l l  Tests (WBS 9A 
HDC Cell Pair Testing (WBS 9B) 
W E  Vibration Test (WBS 5.0) 
CszC03 Electrolyte Analytical Tests (WE3 3 . 6 )  I B  
Test Facility and 1nstrzpn;ntation kadings 
is  defined in the detail test  F I The schematic of the tes t  s e t - q  for the various electrolyte, Cell s and cell  pair tests,  procedure for each test .  
the testing is presented in Table I. 
?he general data acquisition for a l l  
A- 3 
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Data Point 
Inlet 6 Outlet Air Temperature 
of Cell Pair (OF) 
Inlet & Chtlet Air Dew Point 
of Cell Pair ( O F )  
WE Hydrogen Outlet 
Temperature (OF) 
\ilrE Hydrogen Outlet 
Dew Point ( O F )  
I W :  H2 & CO2 Outlet 
Temperature (OF) 
HD(: CO2 Inlet Temperature 
(OF) 
tW Hydrogen Inlet 
Tempcrature (OF) 
Chamber Pressure 
(inches of H$) 
Item F& AP 
(inches of H2O) 
\WE Hydrogen Outlet 
Pressure (psia) 
HDC Hydrogen Inlet 
Pressure (psia) 
tIDC CO2 Inlet Pressure 
HDC H2/C02 Outlet Pressure 
(PS i a3 
( P S W  
Cell Pair Voltage (Volts) 
Cell Pair Current (amps) 
JIDC C02 Inlet Concentration 
(% ) 
Instrument 
Thermocouple and Bristol 
Recorder 
Cambridge 880 
Dew Pointer 
Themcouple & Bristol 
Cambridge 880 
Dew Pointer 
Thermocouple G Bristol 
Thermocouple 6 Bristol 
'Ihermocouple Bristol 
Slant Water 
Manometer 
Slant Water 
Manometer 
HIE Pressure Gauge 
HISE Pressure Gauge 
HISE Pressure Gauge . 
HISE Pressure Gauge 
Digital Meter 
Digital Icic'ier 
Lira Gas Analyzer 
Range & Readout 
0" to 250°F (1°F 
inc.) 
(2°F inc.) 
0" to 250°F 
( l ° F  inc.) 
-40" to 120°F 
-40°F to 120°F 
(2°F inc.) 
(IOF inc.) 
-30°F to 250°F 
-30'F to 250'; 
(1°F inc.) 
-30'F to 250°F 
( 1 O F  inc.) 
0 to 2 in. of 
H20 (0.02 inc.) 
0 to 4 in. of 
H20 (0.01 inc.) 
0 to 30 psia 
(0.1 psia inc.) 
0 to 30 psia 
(0.1 psia inc.) 
0 to 50 psia 
(0.1 psia inc.) 
0 to f 3  psia 
(0.1 psia inc.) 
0 to 4.0 volts 
:.0005 volts inc.) 
0 t o  100 amps 
(0.05 amp inc.) 
0% t o  1% 
(0.02% inc.) 
DATA ACQUISITION 
TABLE I 
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HDC - Hydroger? Inlet 
Flow (!I) 
Charher Gas 02 
Concentration (%) 
Instrument 
----. ------- 
Lira Gas 
Analyzer 
Water Di sp 1 acement 
Measurement 
Water Displacement :Measurement Data Point HDC - c02 outlet Concentration in H2 stream WVE Out let Hydrogen Flow (cc/min. ) HDC - H?/C02 Outlet Flow (cc/min. ) (2) 
Flowmeter 
B e c b n  02 
Analyzer 
HDC - Inlet CO, Flow 
L. 
Flowmeter 
i Range E Readout 0% to 100% (2% inc.) - - 
1.0 cc inc. and 
0.001 min. inc. 
1.0 cc inc. and 
0.031 min. inc. 
0 to 16% (.2 inc.) 
0 to 20% (0.2 inc.) 
0 to 100% (2% inc.) 
TABLE I (Continued) 
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IWE/HDC BREADBOARD TESTS (WBS 1 . 2 )  
Pie t es t  plan for the wvE/HDc Breadboard Unit is  presented i n  two 
parts, the conditioning of the cel l  pairs,  and the actual o?eration of 
che WVE/HDC breadboard. 
Breadboard Assembly 
and Rig hbdifications 
Cell Pair Breadboard 
Breadboard 90 Day Endurance 
c 
1 I I  , :  . a ,  , I  I 
/ 2 3 4 S d .  0 / O  12  19 16 I 6  
W€KS 
TEST FACILITIES 
'Ihe test r ig ,  as i l lustrated in figures 1 and 2 ,  w i l l  be used €or the 
cel l  pair  and breadboard testing. 
r i g  w i l l  be calibrated daily during the HDC ce l l  pair  and breadboard tests.  
The l i r a  instrumentation of this test 
OWIALL TEST PHILOSOFW 
Any changes in  the ce l l  pair  or breadboard configuration, and in the testing 
procedures or parameters will be reviewed with NASA/KC prior to  the change. 
In emergencies where changes must be made to  protect the tes t  unit ,  corrective 
action can be made without prior review with W K C .  However, a full  
review of the incident w i l l  be made within 24 hoilrs. 
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TEST 10. I - A  HAY1 L TON STANOARQ ?A= 1 OF 
- PLAN OF T E U  
mr- wr J. Itujdleston m: WVEandHlK Cel l  Pair Gonditioninn Tests 
P(IOJECT e -a: .WS 9-12920 UPlroWo BY: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
NUYBER ENTRY A S  C ~ S T E D  ABOVE AND oEscRieE BELOW 
--- 
-1. 1'183 BEING "E3€k The UVE and HDC cell pairs includinn the electrol\-te 
I cell pair. -- 
figure- 2) U ~ & T  nominal cell 
in Table I .  Data 
- 
5. SPECIAL INSTIUXIOEIS: None. . - _  
~ 
6.  PRESMATION OF WTA: like perfomma Will be graphically presented vs. time. 
11 
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No. - 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
- 
Test bndi  t ions 
Set Conditions 
Inlet Air Temperature 
Inlet Air Dewpoint 
Inlet Air 002 Partial Pressure 
Inlet Air 9 Concentration 
Air Flaw Through Cell 
LIP Across Matrix 
Voltage 
Current 
H2 Influw 
Monitored 
Parameters 
A l l  of the Set Conditions 
H2 (3ut Flow 
H2 + 002 Out Flcrw 
002 Removal Rate 
h-rent Efficiency 
h r ren t  
Voltage 
&amber Pressure 
N2 Inflow (Eluent) 
H7 Temperature (out) 
WVE 
Cell P a i r  
70°F 
65'F 
20-211 
10 scfm 
1.0 psi 
1.7 VDC 
- - -  
--- 
--- 
X 
X - - 
- 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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HGC 
Cell Pair 
70°F 
65'F 
3- 
20-219 
10 scfm 
1.0 psi 
16 ASF 
320 cclmin 
- - -  
X - 
A 
TABLE I 
A- 14 
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TEST no. I-B HAHl L TON STANOARO PAGE 1 OF 
a A N  OF l w  
J O ~ :  WVE/HDC Intenrated Breadboard Testins -pm0 ay: J. Huddleston 
PWJECT e oaom NAS 9 -12q70 U P r y ) W D  BY: 
iwsmuciiow: - 
TIME PERIOD: TO 
l tJt  LJwBrMu: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
5. 
WHAT I S  ITEU I E I W 6  TESTEOI 
D€SCRl @E TEST SET UP lNCLUOlW6 IWfTRUYNlAT1O)r. ATTACH %ETCH OF INSTACLATfON. 
ITEMIZE R W S  TO bE MADE GlV IUG LENGTH OF EACH *)YO READINGS TO BE TMEN. 
NUMBER €'NTRY A S  LISTED ABOVE AND DESCRIBE @ELOW 
I 
1. ITEM BEING TESTED: Inteerated la S'SK 83513 
(reference schematic figure 1). 
2. PURPOSE OF TEST: To obtain design data of an Integrated WVE/HDC Multi- 
Celled W i t  which w i l l  be used in the design of larne mult i -ceud 
assdl ies  . 
- 
-I_ 
3. TEST PROCE-: Ihe breadboard unit will be tested in the wvE/HDC test 
r ig .  Testing w i l l  ccmsist of a two mek checkout follcwed by a 90 day 
endurance test. Ihe test parameters for these two tes t  periods are out- 
lined in Table I. 'he procedure for nitrogen p m e  of the HDC cell  pairs. 
established during cell pair conditioning, will be incorporated -- into this 
test program. 
sheets per figure 2. 
Data W i l l  be taken three times daily and presented on log 
4. TEST RUNS: Ihe duration of each test is specified on Table 1. - -  
5 .  SPECIAL INSTRUXIIONS: None, - 
6. PRESINT+ATIW OF RATA: perfonuance of -- the WVE and HDC units w i l l  bc i 
_-. .e- graphically presented. - 
!- 
e A-17 1 
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Rig t o  Breadboard Interface: 
N2 Purge Control Pressure Supply 
N2 Purge Control Pressure Supply 
To Lira and Total Flow Measuring 
Controlled AC Power t o  Fan 
DC Power Input t o  WVE Cell Pairs 
DC Power Output from HDC t o  Control Source in  Rig 
WLTI-CELIXD WVE/HDC BREADBOARD UNIT 
FIGURE 1 
A- 18 
A-19 _ -  
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B2 
B3 
B4 
B5 
B6 
B7 
c1 
c2 
c3 
B8 
NWINAL CELL PAIR OPERATING CONDITIONS: 
I 
WVE c_ Constant Voltage 1 . 7  VDC 
Air Flow 10 scfm 
H2 Back Pressure 1 . 0  psig 
Air Flow 10 scfm 
P Across Matrix 1 .0  psi 
H2 Inflow 320 cc/min 
HJX - Constant Current 16 ASF 
(3, Partial  Pressure 3 m g  
Inlet Inlet Change t o  nominal cell pair operation Duration 
Test Temp. Dew Point of Test 
No. O F  O F  HDC WVE 
3eckout 70 
hdurance 
A 70 
1 9 D2 
70 E 
F 70 
G 70 
H (Con1 
53 Basically nominal operation - however 
all  adjustable parameters w i l l  be 
checked out durhg th i s  tes t  period. 
41  Nominal Nominal 1 wk. 
61 Nominal 
pco2 = 2.0 mHg 
pc02 = 1.0  
pal2 = 0.5 
pco2 = 0.2 
p a 2  = 1.0 
pal* = 2.0 
pC02 = 3.0 
System H2 Back Pressure 
41 Nominal 
61 Nominal 
61 Nominal /Cyclic* 
61 Nominal 
pcoz = 2.0 ImHg 
p a 2  = 1.0 rmHg 
2 . 5  psi 
5.0 psi 
2.5 psi 
1.0 psi 
Nominal 
t 
Nominal 
Nominal /Cyc 1 ic* 
Nominal 
itions TBD after review of data t..rough t e s t  F.) 
1 wk. 
2 days per 
change 
4 days per 
press. change 
1 wk. 
2 days 
2 days 
1 wk. 
1 wk. 
3 days 
245wks. 
* Cyclic operation: during this  mode, the power t o  the WVE w i l l  be 
The air flow through removed and the WVE cells closed circuited. 
the ce l l s  w i l l  be l e f t  on and the WC l e f t  closed circuited. 
the H2 back pressure decays, nitrogen will be used to  maintain the 
back pressure. Cycle time w i l l  be 60 min on, 30 min off. 
I f  
TEST CONDITIONS 
TABLE I 
A-20 
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SECTION I1 
WVE VIBRAI‘ION 
TEST PLAN 
OlrJS 5.1 and 5 . 2 )  
A-21 
I 
NiJYBER E N T R t  AS L I S T E D  A B O V f  AND D E S C R l 6 E  BELOW 
---. 
1. wt Item: rNE Re..ervoir .- 
~~ - ~- 
To determine the e f f e c t  of v i b r a f i c n  on the Reservoir  
?- - 
- -- e 
of one w-uf WVE bas-o n s i s t  
~g-Test),rendom,vi_brg&ign per T a u  I end _- 
one week. - 
a t i o n  Test :  The c e l l s r  w i l l  be rnot7n;ed ii. a t es t  f i x t u r e  
moilnt. This fixture vi3 L provide - - a d d i t i o n a l  p ro tec t ion  
-- ---------- 
-------- 
-_ -  - 
-. - I 
The c e l l p a i r  will b e ~ m  d t o  prevent  a n y  contamination of t h e  c ~ l & s  
end t o  p r o t e c t  the  v i b r a t i o n  equipment i n  case e l e c t r o i y t c  (H,s04) is - - 7 t k a t e d  - 
loose from t h e  matr ix .  
---- -.. 
--.- -
- .------ ___ ._ ---_._ 
e c i e l  I n s 3 x r y c ~ ~ s ; - - I f  t h e  u n i t  has been s t r n c t u a l l y  der seed dur ing  -. -- -- .--.---- 
v i b r e t l o n  t e s t i n g  I!sm!lton St.and,erd snd N h S / M S C  w i l l  determine the remeitling - .--.- -- --- 
A-22 
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UVE Vibration Test ( G a  5.i) (Continued) 
program activity for this task. 
Test Data: 
graphically. 
6. Performance and vibration t e s t  data vi11 be presented 
A-23 
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Random Vibration hvels - 2.5 minutes duratior. i n  each of the three (3) 
mrtuaw perpendicular axes ( x ,  y, z). 
20 t o  I& a t  +j db/octeve 
BO t o  1t10 % a t  0.06 g'/s 
r8o t o  200 % a t  +U dt/octave 
MO t o  400 E, e t  0.10 g2/xZ 
400 t o  450 % a t  -12 db/octave 
4f;o to % 8t 0.06 8/% 
A mininnma of six ( 6 )  acceleroPrtters w i l l  be mounted, observed and recorded 
during this test, three (3) win be m o u n t e d  on the fixture a t  the item,' 
fixture interfacz as close t c  the mounting point 8s pcesible, sensing the 
vibratFan i n  each of t h e  orthogonal directions of the ita; snd three (3) 
sccelemmeters located on the item t o  sense the vibrstion motion i n  t h e  same 
direction as those accelerometers on the fixture. 
Each of the accelerometers on the fixture vi11 be used t o  control t h e  vibra- 
tion level duririi tha t  portion of the tes t  when it is primry sensor. 
During the random testing a l l  the accelemaeters s igr~a ls  will be continuousu 
recorded on magnetLC tape. 
the HAS 9-w program. 
This tape w i l l  be retained for the reloainder of 
- 
A- 24 
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I. 
2. 
3. 
4 
% 
0. 
NUMBER ENTRY AS L I S T E D  ABOVE AND DESCRIBE @ELOW 
~ _ _  - 1 5. Special instructions: Prior to performing this series of tests the HDC Test 
I conditionim requirements for one week. --- 
&--=I he - a  P I ~  1, of cvrrent ef- .. 
vs the ratio of H2 inflowjCO=, transfer rate. 
ECS-2128-L-055 
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P A S  1 01 
8 .  
2. 
9. 
4. 
k 
6. 
C 
NUYIER LWTRV AS LtSlLD ABOVE AND OESCRI9L  @€LOW 
-I_c_c 
~~~~ ~ ~ 
CA matrix compression for use i n  HDC computer program. 
~- ~ ~~ ~- 
bkasure electrolyte resistance f R) with and without 
c_e-_(dJ-u_sing special micrometer - 
. IA etermine ;!x void volume (m) with 
d ? -  = p d  ~ f y  
A d - d' (1 -m) A a- --- 
I A
= 1 so R t Q / A  x d.  Find (3/A 
f; f o r  e lectronic  resistance by extrapolation 
date with matrix ( f  = matrix- 
f f ( d )  optimum compres- If 7- 
---- a_-_- 
c N"mh ' - : 4s required. - 
A- 28 
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TEST NO. IV 
MATRIX CONDIICTIVITY FIXTURE 
FIGURE 1 
A- 29 
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Matrix Compression (WS 3 .3 )  (Continued) 
5 .  Specia l  I n s t r u t i o n s :  None. 
6. Test Results: The matrix f a c t o r ,  t o r t u o s i t y  and optimum compression 
f o r  each matrix material will be tabuls ted .  
A- 30 
SECTION V 
lMAC EECIRILYTE ANALYTTCAL TEST CELL 
E S T  PLAN 
(WBS 3.4) 
ECS - 2 12 8 -L-O35 
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TEST No. - v H A M I L T O N  STANDARD CAGE OC 
%AN O F  f+s 1 
JOB: TMAC A n a l y t i c a l  C ~ l l  T e s t s  ( W B S  1.41 CLU) m y *  
b - --- 
- , 4. I temized Runs: See Table I1 
- 
. + I n s t r u c _ t i o n s :  None - - - 
- ----e- --- -- 
6 -  Tlpqt RP- * wt data w i - 1 1  be sF-n->k,sd i n  t a b u l a  form.  
L -c_ -- -----I-- -_ - - _- - 
- --- ---.. -_ --- -.e.- -. -- 
1. 'IMAT IS I T 0 1  OLIHC TCSTEO' 
t 
NUMBER E%T;fV_ A S  LISTED ABOVE AND DESCRIBE BELOW 
o o b t a i n  a more d6t-d krtowledge of HDC ce 1 1  -- 
-- -- 
tal tes t  c e l l  w i l l  be operated i n  an environ- 
as  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Figure 2.  The e l e c t r i . c a 1  - - -_- -___--- 
ECS-2128-L-035 
I 
HDC ANALYTICAL TEST CELL 
FIGURE 1 
A- 33 
HDC izNALyTICAL TEST UNIT R I G  
FIGURE 2 
A- 34 
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IIJS-ATION 
ilead-Outs 
Inlet Air !Pemperature 
Inlet Air Dewpoint 
Inlet Co;! Lira 
Outlet Air Temperature 
Air Flow AP Across Cell 
I$ k f l o w  meter 
% Inlet Preas. 
ti2 Inlet Temperature 
€I2 + C02 Outlet Flow 
CO;~ i n  % hth; (Lira) 
Cell Voltage 
Cell Current 
% Concentretion 
Special Read% 
pH e t  Ancde 
pH at  Ce-khode 
Activation hrervoltage a t  Anode 
Activetion Overvoltage a t  Cathode 
Concentrat ion Overvoltage 
map 
Ca IC- i let  i on8 
Inlet Air Pc% 
C02 Removed 
Current Efficiency 
Power 
Air Ffow V e l .  
Curxnt  Den; i ty 
- 
H2 inflow 
A P  Across Matrix 
A-36 
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A-3% 
1. 
8. 
S. 
4. 
L 
(1. 
and investigate possible methods of recovering from MY such affects. 
3. Test Procedure: 
In general potentiostrtic sweeps vi11 be made to determine adsorption 
characteristics, electrochemical rcnctivity and main reaction products, 
es a function of electrode potentiel and pH. 
vi11 be used to determine poisoning effects, and if - necessary small cell 
tests W i l l  be conducted when the above results are not conclusive. 
cathode studies will use CS,,C02 electrolyte (pH = 12) and the anode 
Particular procedure to be vorked out for each impurity. 
Float'ng electrode t e s t s  
The 
r - 
1. Test Item: %ace hpurities CO, E&. NE,, Freon. 
J 
I 
4. M d e r  of Runs: As required. 
5. Special Instructions: Hone. 
6. Test huults: 
I 
- 
The test results v f l l  be present.& i n  table fonn, a h o d w  , - -  
the amount of decrcsoe in 82 and 09 absorbtion. .-- --- 
r - - -  
.,TO 
2. Purpose of Test: 
oxidation or reduction products have any adverse affects on the HDC c e l l  
Detemine if the above trace impurities an& - their 
ECS-2128-L-035 
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HAMILTON STANDhltO PAcf 1 OS 
& A N  OF T E a  - 
)o): CSDCO~ Analytical C e l l  Tests (WBS 3.6) FLrnW)IWUltDW:  - 
1 ---I_ 
3. Test Procedure: The malytical test c e l l  will be operated i n  an environ- 
The e l e c t r i c a l  ment prx ided  by the test r i g  as i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  figure 2. 
operation of t he  c e l l  w i l l  be controlled ant? monitor& by a potentiostat  
conso3.e pictured i n  figure 3. 
Each test oondition will be run for approximately twc days with at least 
three data readings taken erch day. 
be made during each test c o n a t i o n  are l isted in Table 1. 
P 
The data and calculations which will 
1. 
8, 
3. 
1. 
S. 
6. 
c 
, 4. Itemized Runs: Mass transport;  PCO, (0.25, 0.5, 1.0 air  velocity 
L 
( 5 ,  10, 20 ft/sec). 
pCO+, (C. 25, 1, 4 mmHg), air de= point (L 
Electrolyte pH; current density (12 ASF, 24 ASF). 
I ccndition8,txccpt - for PCO.2 3 d i g ,  current -- dens i ty  5 ASF and air flow 
I of 7 f%l see. --- 
NUNBER ENTRY A S  L I  STEO A 8 O V C  AND D E S C R l 8 E  8ELOW 
1. T e s t  Item: Andy ieal HDC Test  C e l l  using Cs,COq Elec t ro ly te  
Reference figure 1). +- 
2. Purpose of Test:  To determine e f fec t ive  C02 gas-phase mass transport 
coefficient and correlate v i t h  theore t ica l  equation. 
anoi-vte and catblyte pH variations over a range of operating conditions. 
Also t o  det-e 
..- 
5 .  @7ccial Instructions:  Ixw. A-51 
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CS2CO3 Aualytical Cell Tests (WBS 3.6) (Conttnued) 
6. Te8t Results: 
follaws: 
Test data w i l l  be presented in tabular form as 
a. Mass tnasport coefficient for the various combinations of 
fir W O G $ Q  Wd C% pll'tW p8WSUrrPt 
b. pH values of the cesium carbonate at the cathode and anode 
for various conbinations of current density, CO2 partial 
pressures and inlet air dew points. 
A-42 
HDC ANALYTICAL TEsr CELL 
FIGURE 1 
A-43 
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TEST n0. _VIIz HAMILTON STANOARO PAGE I OF - 
& A N  O F  T m  
HDC MATRIX aYmEss10N SET (WBS 9A. 2) h m  PHPARW I Y :  J* c* Hl.l ddles 
PllOJLCT dr OlloER: NASA Contract ElAs 9-12920 UIaOwD BY: 
VEST CWBrytM: I W S ~ T I o ( (  : - 
TIYE PER100: TO 
,l. Item Being Tested: HLK: asbestos matrix and asbestos mtrix/elec t r d  - 
conhinat ion. - 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
~ % R l ~  TEST SET UP INCLUDING I N S T R M N T A T I W .  ATTACH U E T O I  O f  INSTALLATION. 
U E C l Y  INSTUUCTIONS: SAfLTV PRECLUTIO(SS FOR OC€RATORs AND HANW ING CQIIPUENT. 
O I U I Y A T I O N S  OY S I W T .  FEEL. OR HEARING. L I S T  POINTS OF OBSERVATION WHICH M l G M T  
o O ( r T R 1 ~ l E  'ID ANALYSIS O f  ( A )  PhRFORI*WCE OF UNITS. ( 6 )  I N f . I P I E N 1  TROUBLE 6EfORE 
11 0CQ)IK. &40 ( C )  CAUSE OF CAILURE. 
HOW WILL DATA @E USED OR FINALLY PRESLWTED) GIVE SAI~PLE M O T .  CIIRV€. OR TABULATIW 
A 8  I T  *ILL @E FINALLY PRESENTED. 
- -- I-
Revision B 
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TEST SETUP 
FIGURE 1 
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4. Test Ihtns: 
Dynamic Tests 
A. Buildup - 2 asbestos and 2 electrode test sanples wet with water. 
Matrix coQpression - Emen .040 t o  solid height (steep slope on 
Znstnmentation - recorder, force versus deflection indicator - 
No. of tests - 2; change sanples for each test. 
recorder) - feed .02 or .05 inches/min. 
distance traveled. 
B. Buildup - 3 asbestos and 2 electrode tes t  smples wet with water. 
Matrix compression - -060 to  solid/height (steep slope on recorder) - 
Instrunentation - same 8s 4A. 
No. of Tests'- 2 t  change sanples for each test. 
feed s a m  as 4A. 
C. Buildup - 2 asbestos and 2 electrode test samples wet with water. 
!Wrix c0npres;ion - first run -040 inches to  solid height (ste- 2 
slope on recorder 1 - feed same as 4A. 
second t o  fif th run .040 inches t o  solid/hei@t 
(steep slope on retarder) - same feed as 4A. 
Instnrmentation - sane as 4A. 
No. of tests - 5: same test samples. 
Matrix compression - .e040 inches to .022 inches (matrix thickness) - 
D. Buildup - 2 astestos and 2 elect- t es t  sanples wet with water. 
feed s ~ m e  as 4A. 
HolU at  ,022 inches for 
Repeat run .022 t o  solid height (steep slope 
on recorder). 
wry 15 minutes during tile two hour hold period. 
2 hours. 
Instnmlentation - same as 4A except record reading on recorder 
No. of tests - 1. 
5. Pre-Set Tests 
- 2 as'bestos and 2 electrode tes t  samples wet w i t h  C~zC03. 
kt canpression - .040 inches t o  ,022 inches (matrix thickness) - 
feed s8m8 as 4A. 
Hold (claap) a+ .022 inches for one week (seven 
dqs) in  &anberet 45'F dew point and 52'F dry 
U b  - lDIpIt so weight of plmger is not acting 
on cl.qressed matrix. 
After seven days hold time, make n m  from ,022 
inches t o  solid height (steep slope on recordtx). 
A* ul% 
Instnmmtatitm sam as 4A. 
No, of test - 1. 
B. S a m  as 5Aexcept hold time is fourteen days. 
C. SMle 8s SA except hold rime is forq--two days. 
A- 49 
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D. 
E. 
Same as SA ex. :xpt hold time is one hundred five days. 
Same as r 4  except hold time is one humred eighty aays. 
6, Instructions 
Note - Instron machine w i l l  be run by a materials lab. technician. 
A. Mount compression sensor head 03 np.Jiine bed. 
13. Place sanples in test fixture and cxeki i ly  lower plunger in  place 
(sec figure 2). 
C. Place test  fixture on c0nprec::~r;n sensor head f l a t  surface, centering 
with machine spindle (see figwc: i] . 
D. Lower center spindle until it just touches spindle, use shims. 
E. Mount indicacor 50 it touches spindle bottom suiiace, set  indicator 
t o  zero. 
F. Zero recorder, compensate for weight of fixture, sanples and plunger. 
G. Set f r i l l  scale load kncw to 50 lbs. - adjust lower or higher after 
observing in i t ia l  t es t  results. 
H. 
I. 
Set machine feed (.02 or  .OS inches/min.) cid recorder paper speed. 
Start machine and recordsr - watch movement of recorder pen. When 
solid height is approached, slope of recorder curve becms ,my 
steep. Shut D f f  machine. 
J. Take indicator reading t o  detelmine the nsntber of thousandths travel. 
--- 
K. Reverse feed to raise machine. 
L. Repeat A th~a:gh K for each tes t  run. 
7. Data w i l l  be plotted and presented as shown i n  f i g x e  ?. 
For dynamic t e :  
changes with time. 
4D and pre-set tests show family of wn-s t o  show any 
A- SO 
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TEST NO. Ix HAMI L TON STAN O A R 0  PAGE I O f  - 
- PLAN OF TESl 
HM: Analytical Cell Tests (WBS 9A.) fLN4 P#P*Rrg BY. 
4PIM)WD BY: NAS 9-12920 C#JECT & OROER: 
of previous Analytical Cell tests (Section VII) and to that of a f u l l  size - -. 
cell pair, - -- 
-. .- -_-- A-52 . -- 
I 
1. WMAT I S  ITEM BEING TESTED’ 
3. MSCR18E TEST SET UP lNCLUOlNG INSTRIJMLNTATION. ATTACH SNETCti OF INSTALLATION. 
4- ITEMIZE RUNS 10 BE YAOE G I V I N G  LENGTH O f  EACH AND REAOIhGS TO BC TAREN. 
S. SPECIAL IMSTRUCTIOIIS: SAFETY PRECIUTIONS foa OPERATOR> mu nmol I N G  EOLIIPNENT. 
OISEOVAT1ONS BY Sl(+(T. FEEL. r)(l WEARING. L I S T  POINTS OF OBSERVAT10N WHICH M l I H T  
~ l ’ R l ~ l E  TO ANALYSIS OF ( A )  PLRFORI&NCE O f  UNITS.  ( C )  INf  I F l E N f  TROUBLE 6EFORE 
1 1  OtaJM. AND (C) CAUSE OF FAILURE. 
H O W  WILL OATA bE USED OA FINALLY PR€SENTEO’ 6- GIVE SAMPLE PLOT. CURVE. OR TABULATION 
If WILL W FINALLY PRESENTED. 
NUMBER ENTRY A S  L i  STED A B O V E  AND D E S C R l  BE BELOW 
. -  
1. 
2. Purpose of Test: -
Item Being Tested: 
configuratims as noted i n  Table I. 
praposed (eiectrodes, matrix thickness, 022 catalyst), that w i l l  
reduce the power decay and improve --- the O& removal rate. ?his evaluation 
w i l l  be done on the analytical test ce l l  instead -- of a f u l l  size cell pair. 
Test Procedure: Testing of the analytical c e l l  per the configurations and 
parameters of Table I w i l l  be performed on the -- Analytical Test Rig as 
HDC Analytical Cell, Reference figure 1, of various 
-- To evaluate various c e l l  modifications which are 
3. -_-- - 
as presented i n  Sections V and I---------I-- VI1 of the Master Test Plan. - 
4 .  Test Runs: mere w i l l  be four basic tes t s  as outlined i n  Table I .  ____-_ 
----- -- #l Test - one t e s t  for a week duration. 
t 2  Test - four tests - (minim of 4 electrodes t o  be screened) of - -- - w- 
approximately 2 days each. 
U3 Test - two tests (2 best electrodes) of approximately one week each. 
14 Test - two tests (minim and maximum matrix thickness) of approximately 
one week each. 
- 
5. Special Instructions: None. 
16. Presentation of Data: ?he performance of the cel l  w i l l  be compared t o  tha  
:.e. <-..Or 
I8 
kvisim B 
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TEST ND. X HAY I L TON STAN O A R 0  PACE I OF - 
- PLAN O f  TES I 
Jo,: HDC cell  Pair Testing (WB!3 9B.) RM rmr*rag av: - 
 UP#^ BY: NAS 9-12920 PlOJECT h OADER: 
I NS-T I ON : - IEST W@WER: 
TIYE PERIOD: TO --- - 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
S. 
6.  
WY I S  T f S f  L I N G  &I&? I ) M T  WILL RESULTS SWW OR DE U r n  
OESCIt6E E S T  SET UP INCLUOING INSTRUYLNTATIOL). ATTACH SRLTCH OF INSTALLATtON. 
ITEMIZE RUNS TO BE WAD€ G I V I N G  LENGTH OF EACH AND READINGS TO Bf. T M E N .  
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIWSJS: SAFETY PRECMJTIONS FOP OPERATURb AhD HANUL IN6 EOUIf'MENT. 
OBtfRUATIO(rS bV S I M f .  fEEL.  M MEARING. L I S T  POINTS OF OBSERVATION WMlCH NIGHT 
cWTR1WTE TO *L(ALYSIS O f  ( A )  PLRfOORIANCZ O f  UNITS. ( 6 )  I N Z l P t E N T  TROUBLE BEfORE 
I T  OCCURS. 
M O W  UtLL DATA )E USED OR FINALLY CIKSLNTED) G I V E  SMlPLL PLOT. CIIRVE. OR TABULATION 
AS I T  WILL H flNAt.LY PRESENTED. 
(C) CAUSE' OF FAILURE. 
NUMBER ENTRY A S  L I S T E D  A B O V E  AND D E S C R I B E  BELOW 
--__I 
5 asf (if possible). - Power decay 
C '  
Lira Calibration - the lira which monitors -- the CO2 in the test chamber w 
- have its end points checked once/week. - - -- - 
-- 
_- --- -_I- A- 54 
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- the lira which xnitors the 9 in the butlet H 2 . q  gas flw Will 
Uumges in @eratian - any change in the operating paramters of the cell 
have its end points checked m c e h k .  
pairs will be cleared through NAsAFGC 'or to change. In ergencies 
where changes mst be rade to protect E test item, conective action 
will be made without prior NASAFGc review, Huweve~, a full r e v h  of 
the iddent will be @e within twmty-faar hours (except ca wleeloesds). 
6. Presentatian of mta: lhe peifommce of the cell pair will be graphically 
pxesented vefsus time, i.e., pawer, 002 lraswal rate, current efficiency 
aad voltage. 
A-55 
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